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Cover detail and above: "View of Madison with Rainbow, " 1937, by John Steuart
Curry (November 14, 1897-August 29, 1946). Oil on canvas, 36 1/2 x 48 in.
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n looking for the most appropriate image to inaugurate the
redesign of our magazine, we turned to the most celebrated
landscape artist ever to work in Wisconsin: J o h n Steuart Curry,
artist-in-residence at the University of Wisconsin from December 1936 until his death not quite ten years later. He showed his earliest Madison works in January 1938 to mixed reviews. Some found
paintings like "Madison with Rainbow" old-fashioned, harking back
to European masters; some heralded a brighter palette compared to
his earlier works. But no one seems to have spotted in these
works—especially this landscape—the spirit and hopefulness of Wisconsin progressivism and the Wisconsin Idea so evident today in the
hindsight of history.
"Madison with Rainbow" is not a well-known Curry work. It was
rarely exhibited after Curry's death and remained in the Curry estate
until very recently. Through the generosity of John Curry's widow,
Kathleen (now in her 101st year), and Vivian Kiechel Fine Art of Lincoln, Nebraska, which represents Mrs. Curry, we are able to reproduce this work in full color for the first time to a wide audience.
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Courtesy of Mrs. John Steuart Curry and Vivian Kiechel Fine Art
John Steuart Curry drawing of Prairie du Sac and Sauk City, 1941.
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In 1910 as today, postcards
helped create and preserve
memories—a part of "why the
past matters." That year,
Edith Parkman of Rio sent
this one to a Milwaukee
friend and promised to send
her even more.

As William Cronon sees it,
either a 1910 postcard
or a 1969 view of a
Wisconsin lake can
capture "the vanished
landscape of our
former selves." This is
one of Wisconsin's score
of Lily Lakes.
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A rare ambrotype of Portage in 1856, a community central to Wisconsin history and
to William Cronon's explanation of "why the past matters."

Why the Past Matters
By William

I

n his wonderful book, The Man Who Mistook

His

Cronon

Wife

he was hearing. Dr. Sacks finally asked J i m m i e what year it

for a Hat, the neurologist Oliver Sacks tells the story of a

was. Surprised that the doctor should ask so obvious a ques-

m a n n a m e d "Jimmie" w h o m he describes in an essay

entitled " T h e Lost M a r i n e r . " '

In 1975, when Sacks first met

tion, J i m m i e replied, "Forty-five, man. W h a t do you m e a n ? . . .
We've won the war, FDR's dead, T r u m a n ' s at the helm.

him at the N e w York H o m e for the Aged, J i m m i e was forty-

T h e r e are great times ahead."

nine years old. At first encounter, he seemed a perfectly nor-

response was just as surprised: "Why, I guess I'm nineteen.

mal person: intelligent, articulate, animated, able to talk at

Doc. I'll be twenty next birthday."

length about his childhood, his family, and his experiences in
the Navy during World W a r 11.

Asked how old he was, his

O d d as Jimmie's story may sound, it is quite typical for people w h o suffer from the strange affliction known as Korsakov's

But it soon became clear as the conversation proceeded

Syndrome—a disease of the memory, caused by t r a u m a or

that there was something very odd and terribly wrong with the

organic illness, in which the patient loses the ability to process

stories J i m m i e told about his own life. H e spoke with enthusi-

and retain short-term memories. Intelligence and other men-

asm about what he would do now that both Hitler and the

tal processes may otherwise be normal, so that you can meet a

Japanese had lost the war: stay in the Navy, maybe, or go to

patient with Korsakov's Syndrome and have an ordinary con-

college on the GI Bill. He described his plans for the future,

versation without realizing that anything is wrong. O n l y if you

always in a m a n n e r that seemed better suited to a m a n thirty

leave the room and return a minute or two later do you real-

years younger than to this gray-haired patient sitting in a N e w

ize the horrible truth: the patient no longer remembers the

York mental institution. M o r e and more perplexed by what

conversation you have just had. Indeed, the patient no longer

Copyright © 2000 by the State Historical Society of Wisconsin. Aii hgiits of reproduction in any form reserved.
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remembers you, and you can have precisely the same conver-

consciously seek to recall the world we have lost, the vanished

sation, over and over and over again. Doctors working with

landscape of our former selves and lives, in order to gather the

such people have the uncanny experience of meeting them for

signposts by which we find our way and keep ourselves from

the very first time, each and every day, for

becoming lost.

If the past is the place

years on end.

from which we have come, then m e m o r y

Subsequent research revealed that J i m -

and history are the tools we use for recol-

mie had in fact stayed in the Navy after

lecting that place so we can know who

World War II, remaining in service until

and where we are. M e m o r y and history

1965. Then, after his retirement, he began

turn space into place, investing what

to drink heavily, and it was alcohol that

would otherwise be a purely biological or

finally produced his case of Korsakov's. In

geological abstraction with a wealth of

1970, he turned up in an alcoholic delirium

h u m a n meanings, and thereby turning it

at Bellevue Hospital in New York.

into the kind of place we choose to call

After

sobering up under medical care, he proved,

h o m e . Jimmie's tragedy was to lose not

mysteriously, to have lost all memory of his

just his past, but his m e m o r y and his his-

life over the past quarter century.

tory.

Every-

sharp detail; everything afterward

In so doing he lost his place, his

home—and a very large part of himself.

thing prior to 1945 was there in his head in
was

W h a t is true of individual people is

gone, utterly gone. And it was not just the

also true of societies.

years between 1945 and 1970 that had

makes a nation a nation or a people a

vanished; so too had Jimmie's ability to cre-

people—much of what they share in com-

ate new memories of the events he was now

m o n to mark their collective identity—is

M u c h of what

living. It was as if his existence was bound-

an intricate set of remembrances that tie

ed by the nineteen years of his childhood

the present to the past. These collective

and youth, and by the single instant of the

PH 6050.19

memories take m a n y forms, and in the

living present, a present that disappeared as
soon as he experienced it, leaving no trace.

A Civil War colonel to historians, but
"Grandpa" to his family. Multiple layers of
meaning and memory derive from this
carte de visite photograph of George B.
Bingham of the 1st Wisconsin Infantry.

United States they occur at all levels of

Sacks writes, "All of us, at first, had high
hopes of helping Jimmie—he was so personable, so likable, so quick and intelligent,

our federal system, from the nation to the
states to individual localities.

O u r com-

m o n identity as Americans leads us to
locate a part of ourselves in names like

But

George Washington and A b r a h a m Lincoln and Martin Luther

none of us had ever encountered, even imagined, such a power

King, in great struggles like the American Revolution and the

of amnesia, the possibility of a pit into which everything, every

Civil War, and in laws a n d institutions ranging from the Dec-

experience, every event, could fathomlessly drop, a bottomless

laration of Independence to the Emancipation Proclamation

memory-hole that would engulf the whole world."

to the Nineteenth A m e n d m e n t . Those of us who live in Wis-

it was difficult to believe that he might be beyond help.

Jimmie's story is as vivid a proof as any I can imagine of how

consin are apt to have a greater collective identification with

much the past does indeed matter to us. Although most people

the n a m e L a FoUette or an eagle n a m e d " O l d A b e " than our

usually take it for granted and devote little time to studying or

fellow citizens elsewhere in the United States. W e are much

thinking about it, in fact the past is responsible for everything we

more apt than other Americans to look at the Wisconsin land-

are. It is the core of our humanity. T h e past is the world out of

scape and see evidence of its glacial history than others who do

which we have come, the multitude of events and experiences

not share our connection to this place. It is the possession of

that have shaped our conscious selves and the social worlds we

these shared memories of shared landscapes—many of which

inhabit. T o understand how and why we live as wc do, we can-

are not part of our lived experience except as memories—that

not avoid appealing to the past to explain how and why we got

give us our membership in these particular places. T h e y give

to be this way.

us a c o m m o n place and a c o m m o n past, and so tie us to each

But it is not the past alone that plays this crucial role in
shaping our identities. N o less important is the act

oiremem-

bering the past, the backward reflective gaze in which we self-

other so we can truly say that we are Americans, or that we
belong to a place called Wisconsin.
T h e r e is, of course, some worrisome evidence today that
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our collective memory may be fraying in ways that undermine

experienced as part of our own lives. O n e of the greatest pecu-

this sense of our having a c o m m o n past. Not too long ago,

liarities of the past is that it shapes so very m u c h of who we

there was published yet another study that reveals just how lit-

are—and yet in a very real sense it no longer exists save for the

tle even

well-educated

traces of it we carry in

college students know or

our memories. Without

remember

us to

about

our

past:
• Only 8 percent of

remember

and

reconstruct

it,

there

would

no

past.

be

today's g r a d u a t i n g col-

M u c h of growing up has

lege

to do with the expansion

seniors,

for

of

instance, could identify

our

capacity

to

the phrase "government

remember,

of the people, by the

evolves steadily as we

which

people, for the people"

age.

as having been spoken

W e begin as infants

by A b r a h a m Lincoln in

living as nearly as possi-

his Gettysburg Address,

ble in the present, with

probably

most

just the barest sense that

ever

the world has ever been

famous

the
speech

delivered on American

any different from the

soil, one that arguably

instant we now inhabit.

changed the course of

Young children have no

American history.

more understanding of
the past than they do of

• O n l y 24 p e r c e n t
knew that J a p a n
Italy were

the future,

and

Germany's

chief allies in

world

as an endless stream of

World

appearances that come

W a r II.
• 84 p e r c e n t did not
know that H a r r y T r u man

the

presenting itself to them

was

president

PH 3963

A Kickapoo Valley farmstead in 1975, a home to those who lived there but also
an icon for the place called Wisconsin.

when the Korean W a r began.
• 71 p e r c e n t did n o t recognize M a r t i n L u t h e r as a key
founder of Protestantism.
• 79 p e r c e n t could not identify Plato as the author of The

and go with little comprehension of cause and
effect

apart from

the

most immediate connections. Beyond the span of time
between a child's plaintive cry a n d a parent's comforting
response lies a great void of forgetfulness.

For an infant, the

world revolves almost entirely a r o u n d himself or herself, and
so is very closely bounded not just in space but in time. Very

Republic.'^
If it is true that our knowledge of a c o m m o n past is part of
our c o m m o n identity as members of a national culture and a
civil society, one can wonder what such statistics portend for

young children know neither geography nor history beyond
the reach of their own senses.
Only as we recognize the people around us as separate

the future of America. But there is a deeper question that is

from ourselves do we begin to comprehend that they exist even

worth asking first, which has to do with the relationship of

when we are not in their immediate presence. This basic sense

memory to history for each of us as individuals and as m e m -

that the world persists even when we are not actively witness-

bers of communities.

ing it is so obvious a feature of our adult consciousness that we

The Backward Gaze

barely think of it as relating to m e m o r y at all, but that is precisely what it is. O u r conviction that the people and things we

It is in the act of remembering that each of us, as children,

care about will be there when we awaken or return from a time

comes to realize that there is something called "the past"

away could hardly be more fundamental to the way we expe-

which no longer exists but which we somehow know we have

rience our place in the world, and our confidence about this
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crucially depends on memory. T h a t is why the lived reality of

embrace of history: the two go hand in hand. T o the extent that

Oliver Sacks's J i m m i e is so alien and inexplicable to us: he is a

we live our lives as if we could choose to make them different—

man for w h o m the world ceases to exist the m o m e n t he turns

improving ourselves, striving to make the world a better place—

his back on it. H e has

we are acting on the

no history.

lessons

This is

of

remem-

not the way most of

bered change. It is not

us live our lives.

too much to say that
know

our ability to remem-

that the world exists

Once

we

ber the past permits us

in our absence, we

to imagine the future.

can begin to make the

Furthermore with-

next great discovery

out

the

sense

of

in our exploration of

change that is one of

memory,

memory's

which

is

greatest

that the people and

gifts, we would have

places

great trouble recog-

around

us

change: things as we

nizing

see them today are

effect,

cause
and

and

without

not quite what they

cause a n d effect,

were yesterday.

would be very hard

The

it

longer we live, the

for us to act in the

greater this sense of

world with any sense

disconnect: if today

of agency or

moral

seems different

responsibility.

Our

from

yesterday, it is even
more different

from

VMA, 2400

A moment of time frozen by Charles Van Schaick's camera in
Black River Falls, 1901.

last year, to say noth-

awareness of the past
gives us our ability to
analyze the two cru-

ing of a decade or a quarter century or a whole fifetime ago.

cial states we think of as "before'" and "after," and these in turn

In the end, we reach old age inhabiting a world that often

lead us to ponder what it was that led the "before" to become

seems so remote from the one in which wc spent the bulk of

the "after."

our lives that we sometimes feel ourselves to be strangers in a

judgments that serve as our compass for action: our practical

strange land, more at home in our memories than in the pres-

tools for intervening in the world around us—our technologies,

ent we now inhabit.

O u t of such pondering come the principles and

our laws, our institutions—and also the moral precepts by which

And yet there is more to memory even than this. At the

we try to distinguish good actions from bad. Without memory,

same time we recognize that the world changes, we also begin

none of these would be possible. Memory permits us to act in

to realize that we ourselves arc not the same either.

the world as moral agents: without memory, moral responsibil-

All of our

experience of growth and transformation flows from this most

ity would be nearly impossible.

basic insight of memory: if we remembered nothing, wc would

This experience of change leads us to think of the past not

never know change, for it is only by referring backward to the

as a r a n d o m collection of people, places, objects, a n d experi-

seemingly fixed signposts of the past that we can know how far

ences, but as a series of events that form meaningful sequences.

we have journeyed in space and time in our migration from past

Just so do we transform the raw material of the past into nar-

to present. Indeed, one could even say that our ability to proj-

ratives that permit us to speculate about what caused what,

ect ourselves into the future, imagining alternative lives that

why people acted as they did, how a particular event h a p -

lead us to set new goals and work toward new ends, is merely

pened, and what lessons we should extract from it. From the

the forward expression of the experience of change that we have

point of view of the universe, the past (if it exists at all in any

learned from reflecting on the past. This is a key reason why the

meaningful sense) is an intricate, chaotic dance of complex

optimistic embrace of "progress" that characterized so much of

states, each leading one to the next; but as transmuted by our

nineteenth-century thought was tied to an equally powerful

h u m a n memories, the past is a vast collection of stories.

^
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Indeed, one could say that the chief difference between his-

1830, followed by their long journey the next m o n t h from

tory and the past which history describes is that history is a

Detroit to Michilmackinac to Green Bay, and thence u p the

form of storyteUing that has nothing to do with nature and

Fox River to the Indian Agency opposite Fort Winnebago at

everything to do with h u m a n self-understanding. T h e past is

the site of the portage between the Fox and Wisconsin rivers.
,

a n infinitude of undigested happenings; h u m a n

, W e learn of their lives there with the H o C h u n k and other native peoples, of their meet-

history, on the other hand, consists of the stoWAO-BUN,

ries we choose to record in remembering what

ings and tradings and journeys.

We learn of

Juliette Kinzie's household, her struggle to con-

we care most about in ourselves and in our
EARLY

world. W h a t we learn as we grow into adult-

DAT

duct a respectable domestic life on a frontier
far from her native Connecticut. And we learn

hood is that memory is our most important tool
for telling stories, and that stories in turn are

the story of how her house came to be built, an

TUK SOIITII-WBST,

outpost of N e w England civilization in Wiscon-

our most important tool for telling ourselves
II X U. K I K X t S ,

what we want our lives to mean. Stories about
the past transform the i n h u m a n universe into a

^i\

sin Territory.
T h e pleasure of reading a book like

IllBiiminj.

h u m a n world of moral meaning.

Wau-

Bun is the way it can make a time and place far
distant from our own come alive, permitting us

Stories o f T i m e s Before
O u r experience with personal memories of

to imagine what ordinary life might have been

our individual pasts eventually leads us toward

like back then. It is this shock of recognition—

the broader reflections on our coUective past
that we commonly call history.

I-

of learning to see the ordinary in lives that

SHSW Library

might otherwise seem quite exotic and extraor-

We move from

memories of our own lives to memories of other people's lives,

dinary—that turns the dead past into a story that can once

a n d from there to a reconstruction of pasts which we ourselves

again spring to life in our own living memories. If we can tell

Perhaps this is why the first formal

stories about the past—seeing Fort Winnebago and the Indian

encounter with history for many of us is autobiography and

Agency House through Juliette Kinzie's eyes—we can learn

biography, narratives of lives which, however different from

how we ourselves are connected to a world that would other-

our own, are nonetheless recognizably people like ourselves.

wise be lost to us.

did not experience.

Take, for example, the life of JuKctte Magill Kinzie, the

As evidence for what can happen when the past becomes a

woman for w h o m the old Indian Agency House in Portage,

living memory, and when the act of studying history leads to a

one Wisconsin's oldest historic sites, was first built in 1832.

deepened sense of place, consider the Indian Agency House in

Kinzie lived in the Indian Agency House, near the portage on

Portage. After the Kinzies departed in 1833, it became a tav-

the banks of the Fox River opposite Fort Winnebago, between

ern and eventually a farm-

1830 and 1833. She was an able and intelligent woman and

house belonging in turn

was married to a m a n of substance in that tiny frontier com-

to

munity. But we probably wouldn't r e m e m b e r her at all if she

George C. Tallman,

hadn't chosen to "make history" as we now r e m e m b e r it by

J a m e s B. Wells, and

writing a memoir about what her life in that house was like.

finally,

By publishing VKau-5ui3, the "Early Day" in the

the Edward S. Baker

North-We.st

James

Martin

in 1878, to

in 1856, more than two decades after she left Wisconsin, she

family

arranged her memories into a series of stories that became one

W h e n Baker died in

of our most important records of life on the Wisconsin frontier
in the 1830s. She told stories about her own experiences, and
she also set down stories she had heard from others who had
come before her.
It is this act of recording the past—of setting it down as sto-

of

Portage.

fuliette Magill Kinzie,
who "made history"
by recording her
memories of life at
Portage in the 1830s '
in Wau-Bun.

ries—that transforms it into history and translates it into a
frame of reference that people in the future can understand
and with which they can empathize. And so we get the engaging story of Juliette Magill's marriage to J o h n Kinzie in August
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1928, the building h a d fallen

mainstay of their support.

into serious disrepair, and its

Mrs. Buell was soon joined

fate

by other prominent Wiscon-

seemed

Given

uncertain.

its historic

signifi-

sin women in efforts to pre-

cance, M a r t h a Merry Buell,

serve the building.

Aided

chair of the Committee on

crucially by Louise Phelps

Landmarks and History of

Kellogg, historian and direc-

the

of

tor of research at the State

Women's Clubs, sought to

Historical Society, they and

State

Federation

preserve it permanently as a

a group of other supporters

historic landmark.

from

She was

led to her crusade by a reading ofJuliette Kinzie's
Bun.

Wau-

Everything I've said so

far suggests that this was no
accident: i m p o r t a n t as the

women's

clubs

in

Portage, Madison, MilwauSHSW Slides, VMA

The Indian Agency House at Portage before and after restoration.
Juliette Kinzie's memoir proved "magically capable of breathing life"
into the decrepit building it had become in 1930. Then by 1949, it
was well into its new existence as a house museum.

kee, and elsewhere put together a statewide coalition
supporting their cause.

To

raise money for the project,

building was as a landmark in its own right, it m i g h t very well

they persuaded George Banta, Jr., a M e n a s h a printer who

not have b e e n preserved h a d Juliette Kinzie's m e m o i r not

would go on to be president of the State Historical Society, to

b e e n so magically capable of b r e a t h i n g life into the run-

reprint a new edition of Wau-Bun

d o w n a n d ramshackle old structure.

Banta agreed to donate all proceeds from the book's sales to a

(edited by Louise KeUogg).

as perhaps

fund for maintaining the building. At the same time, M a r y

the single most important reason why we can still visit the Indi-

Kathcrine Reely of the University of Wisconsin Library School

an Agency House today.

Over and over again, those who

put together a theatrical performance to dramatize key events

campaigned to save the building turned to this book as the

in the book, and this was performed for appreciative audiences

T h u s it is no exaggeration to point to Wau-Bun

u
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tant avenues by which folks who are not professional scholars

in Portage, Madison, and elsewhere.
At every stage in the struggle to save the Indian Agency

develop their feeling for the past. But family trees should be

were ready at

only the beginning of the historical adventure. For the past to

h a n d to breathe life into the old building by giving it a story

come fully alive, we need to plant each of our family trees in

and thereby making it live again in memory.

the larger forest of history, the better to see its true context.

House, JuKette Kinzie and her book Wau-Bun

memoir—this

book

brances—there's

a

of

very

good

chance that this bmlding would be
little more than ruined foundations
on an abandoned homestead. T h e
physical structure survives today
because JuHette Kinzie told stories
about it—and because the Colonial
Dames have worked so hard to
make sure those stories are not forgotten by the forgetful

present.

Indeed, the Colonial Dames are
every bit as important to the story
of the Indian Agency House as
Juliette Kinzie is, for the history of
the past half-century is the story of
devoted volunteers working to furnish, maintain, and interpret the
building to visitors w h o

Without this

remem-

might

never otherwise have heard of Juliette Kinzie and her life on the Wisconsin frontier in the 1830s.

Looking too closely at just one tree
can lead to the parochial habit that

IJhe Author

professional historians label "anti-

WILLIAM CRONON is the
Frederick Jackson Turner
Professor of History, Geography, and Environmental Studies at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. His research focuses on the ways
human communities modify
the landscapes in which they
live and how people are in
turn affected by changing geological, climatological, epidemiological, and ecological conditions.
Cronon's first book, Changes In the Land: Indians,
Colonists, and the Ecology of New England (1983)
was awarded the Francis Parkman Prize of the
Society of American Histohans. In 1991 he published Nature's Metropolis: Chicago and the Great
West, which won the Chicago Tribune's Heartland
Prize and the Bancroft Phze, and was one of three
nominees for the Pulitzer Prize in History. Cronon
is at work on a local history of Portage, Wisconsin.
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quarianism." T h e danger of antiquarianism lies in loving the past
for the past's own sake, neglecting
to translate its artifacts to render
them meaningful to the living present.

An a n t i q u a r i a n

tends

to

assume that his or her own love for
precious historic objects is automatically shared by others, when in
fact it is the kindhng

of this love

that is history's most crucial project.

For those

in w h o m the past

already lives as m e m o r y a n d history, a historic building or landscape,
a m u s e u m full of past

objects,

indeed a whole library's worth of
books and documents, are all vivid
r e m i n d e r s of the world out of
which wc came. For those who do

just this way, we write and rewrite history for ourselves, for in

not already share this love, on the other hand, they arc inert,

the act of remembering and preserving the past we make his-

dead objects.

tory ourselves, extending its story ever forward into the

Antiquarians tend to take the significance of the past for
granted, regarding all objects and documents from a beloved

present.
Killing the Past

time as being equally powerful and resonant. And so the past

M a n y of us are drawn to this act of transmuting inert doc-

world that antiquarians construct, like each of our family

uments into living history through our interest in our own past

trees, can too easily remain private and inaccessible for all but

and, by extension, that of our ancestors. Beginning with our-

the small circle for w h o m it already carries meaning.

selves, we seek to trace a path backward to all the people

contrasts sharply with the world of academic scholarship,

whose lives led up to our own. It is no accident that the heav-

which today tends to view individual people as exemplars of

iest and most avid users of the State Historical Society's library

broader p h e n o m e n a , emphasizing processes that transcend

This

in Madison—to say nothing of libraries and archives across

the individual and the local. "Significance" is everything for

the nation—are genealogists. T h e r e is something exhilarating

professional scholars, as suggested by all those long-ago essays

about the effort to reconstruct one's own family tree. In so

of Frederick Jackson T u r n e r with titles that began with the

doing, we pay homage to those who have gone before and

word "significance": the significance of the frontier in Ameri-

learn more about our own immediate past. W e also know at

can history, the significance of the section, the significance of

first h a n d what every historian experiences: the pleasure of

history itself

Scholars pride themselves on asking big ques-

playing Sherlock Holmes, of following clues and leads down

tions, studying important p h e n o m e n a , and offering wider

improbable pathways to discover evidence of events we'd

views.

never even heard of when we began the backward journey.
Genealogy is a wonderful pastime, one of the most impor-
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For just this reason, academic historians arc often dismissive of "mere antiquarians" for not paying attention to the
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FORT WINNEBAGO LOCH AND RESCBVATION, PORTAQE, WIS.

PH 2744 Portage

"We need the words, the images, the sites, . . . and most of all the stories „,. .to make
the past come alive." The Indian Agency House (background center) and the
nearby lock, c. 1910.
really significant

Professional

global, from the personal to the social, is what professional

scholars look at local events a n d private lives a n d see in them

stuff back there in the past.

scholars m e a n when they emphasize "significance" a n d berate

matters of much greater importance. T h e y look for windows

antiquarians for not paying enough attention to what really

on the inner workings of past societies, class relations, attitudes

matters.

between m e n a n d women, struggles over power, the unfolding

But scholarly history has its own vices, m a n y of which can

of past politics. T h e y are interested in Big Doings like the

be just as deadly as any antiquarian sins in killing the past a n d

American Revolution or Civil War, or in small doings endless-

rendering it inert. Scholarly w o r k can b e c o m e so t u r n e d in

ly repeated, like the ways parents raised children, or in the

u p o n itself t h a t it neglects all efiFort to engage t h e public in

ways white people interacted with people of color, or m e n with

m a k i n g history meaningful.

women.

just as inaccessible as the antiquarianism that scholars so love

O u r best exemplar in Wisconsin of this scholarly search for

to criticize.

I n its own way, it can become

Sometimes this is accomplished by jargon a n d

significance is of course Frederick Jackson T u r n e r a n d his

technical vocabulary; or by excessive fascination for the self-

work on frontier history. T u r n e r took the local histories a n d

referential minutiae of scholarly debate; or by prose laden with

landscapes of his home town of Portage a n d his home state of

abstract nouns, passive verbs, a n d a complete absence of con-

Wisconsin, discovering in them the templates for all of Amer-

crete, sensuous reality; or by so excessive a focus on Big

ican history. His frontier thesis became a model for telling the

Processes that living, breathing w o m e n and m e n vanish alto-

story not just of Wisconsin, but the nation as a whole. Viewed

gether. It all leads to the same thing: the past dies. T o o fre-

through such a lens, Turner's local history became an exem-

quently, academic history forgets the most basic historical

plar of national a n d even world history. This impulse to move

project, on which all else depends: the simple task of telling

from the particular toward the general, from the local to the

tales that resurrect the past a n d make it live again. T h u s , while
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"Thepast . . . is an intricate, chaotic dance" transmuted by memory into "a vast
collection of stories." This picture of fun-loving women cavorting for the camera in
Black River Falls around 1910 conjures many happy scenarios.
they favor different means, scholars and antiquarians wind up
committing the same essential sin against history, denying it
the audience—and therefore the living memory—it so richly
deserves.
History as Living Memory
Here, then, is the answer to the riddle of the dead past.
Here, surely, is the reason why only 8 percent of college students recognize the Gettysburg Address when they hear it. No
one has made the past come alive for them; it remains far less
compelling than MTV or Nintendo or the World Wide Web.
All around us wc see evidence of the dead past—by which I
really mean the deadness with which so many people
encounter the past, having no idea how or why they should
breathe life into it. F'or them, there is only the stupefying inertAUTUMN

2000
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ness of artifacts, family trees, historic buildings, museums; the
dry deadness of documents; the boring obscurity of academic
vocabulary; the inaccessible abstraction of disembodied ideas
removed from the rich natural and cultural landscapes that
arc their true homes. The particular choice of murder weapon
does not much matter, since all do a perfectly adequate job of
killing the past as living memory. Just so do we run the collective risk of becoming like Oliver Sacks's Jimmie: forgetting
the past the instant we turn our backs on it, thereby losing ourselves as we navigate our way into an unknown future. If our
collective identity and our civic life depend on our sense of a
common culture and a common past, this forgetfulness can be
very dangerous indeed.
So how do we reconnect with the past? The answer, I
^
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The pleasures of summertime, Portage, c. 1910
think, is that wc tell stories about it. Every historical story can

just for what they tell us about our own lives, but for their own

be divided into one ofjust two types. T h e first tells how we got

sakes as well.

to where we are today; the second tells how very different the

In the end, what saves the past is the stories we tell about

world was out of which we came. T h e first can be labeled a

it. It is our stories that take dead objects and boring docu-

"prescntist" story, because its job is to explain how the past led

ments and make them live again. It is Juliette Kinzie's

up to the present; the second can be labeled with the phrase,

Bun that still fills the Old Indian Agency House in Portage

Wau-

"the past is a foreign country," since its j o b is to remind us that

with ghosts and intrigues us with the way they haunt it. T h a t

the past and its people had their own reasons for being, and

is why we need not just buildings but also books, not just

only incidentally produced the world we now inhabit.

archives but also historic structures, not just museums but also

T h e two may seem to diverge, or even oppose each other,

stories. History, at the most basic level, is the act of m a k i n g

but in fact they ultimately flow together and become the same

the past live again in the present. History means taking Juli-

story.

M o r e often

ette Kinzie by the h a n d and remaking our childhood j o u r n e y

Both are indispensable to good history.

t h a n not, we are first d r a w n to the past because of the w a y

outward from the self, rediscovering the world we have lost,

it connects to us personally. T h a t is why family trees and

recovering our c o m m o n past and our public selves. In this

local histories so frequently invite us into the project of explor-

great h u m a n act of reconstructing the past—merging books

ing the world out of which we came. W e begin our backward

and words and objects and images and buildings and land-

journey in an effort to understand ourselves. But the more we

scapes, re-creating the whole world that once contained them

explore, the more we discover that those folks back there had

all—we soon realize that each is inextricably tied to the others,

lives of their own, very different from ours, and fascinating in

that the parts form a m u c h greater whole, and that each would

their own right. And so we become intrigued with them not

be radically diminished in the absence of the others. W e need

m
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Wau-Bun, the Early Day in the North West

Juliette Kinzie's memoir includes her watercolor depiction of Fort Winnebago in 1831 •

the words, the images, the sites, the objects, the museums, and

that can no longer speak must be permitted in its sanctuary."^

most of aU the stories to make sense of each other, to make the

Like Turner, I end by declaring that the past matters

past come alive, to render it meaningful to the present. If we

because private and public m e m o r y are crucial to all that

are to reclaim the collective memory that defines and enrich-

makes us h u m a n . It is remembering and storytelling we care

es our civic life, we need the Old Indian Agency House, but,

about, not the raw past, because only by being perennially res-

equally, we need Juliette Kinzie's

urrected in the mind of each new generation does the past

Wau-Bun.

Few have said it better than Frederick Jackson Turner, in a

become meaningful. Only thus does it become a living m e m -

little-known essay entitled " T h e Significance of History,"

ory which in turn gives meaning to our present lives by

which he delivered to a group of Wisconsin schoolteachers on

reminding us who we are—as individuals, as a state a n d

an August evening in 1891, long before he became famous as

nation, as a people. It is living m e m o r y that gives us the usable

the author of the frontier thesis: "History, I have said, is to be

past.

taken in no narrow sense. It is more than past literature, more

scapes that make our lives meaningful.

It is living memory that gives us the places a n d land-

than past politics, more than past economics. It is the self-con-

So let us go out as Professor T u r n e r would have us do a n d

sciousness of humanity—humanity's effort to understand itself

honor the past by lifting up our hearts and striving to do jus-

through the study of its past. Therefore it is not confined to

tice to those who have gone before. Let us seek to know the

books; the subject is to be studied, not books simply. History

worlds we have lost, the people and creatures and institutions

has a unity and continuity; the present needs the past to

and landscapes and ideas that have m a d e the world we now

explain it; and local history must be read as a part of world his-

inhabit. Let us take a past that would otherwise be dead and

tory. . . . Historical study has for its end to let the community

forgotten, and tell stories to make it live again. In remember-

see itself in the light of the past, to give it new thoughts and

ing it, we r e m e m b e r ourselves.

feelings, new aspirations and energies. ... T h e m a n who enters
the temple of history must respond devoutly to that invocation
of the church, S u r s u m corda, lift up your hearts. N o looking
at history as an idle tale, a compend of anecdotes; no servile
devotion to a textbook; no carelessness of truth about the dead
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1 Oliver Sacks, The Man Wtio Mistook His Wife for a Hat and Other Clinical Tales (New
YoA: Summit Books, 1985), 2 2 ^ 1 .
2 Chronicle of Higher Education, June 14. 1996, A45.
3 Fulmer IVIood, "Significance of History" (1891), in Th^ Early Writings of Erederick Jackson Turner, ed. Fulmer Mood (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 19.38), 65, 67.
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JOHN
STEUART
CURRY
A populist artist from Kansas
embraces Progressivism
By John O. Holzhueter

O

n December 4, 1936, J o h n Steuart
Curry, then thirty-nine, arrived in
Madison to take up his new job as
the first artist-in-residence at any

American university. His decision to join the University of Wisconsin's College of Agriculture had
already attracted national attention. The very first #=
issue of Life Magazine (November 23, 1936) devoted four pages to Curry, headlining the article
"Curry of Kansas" and characterizing his appointment as "one of the
strangest jobs ever offered a U.S. artist." Life went on, "At $4,000 a year
his duties will be to mingle with undergraduates, ramble over Wisconsin
farmland for pictures and occasionally drop remarks about the Appreciation of Art to students."

m
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John Steuart Curry at work (on scaffold at center) in the University of Wisconsin Stock Pavilion
on "Wisconsin Agriculture Leads to Victory, " the 17 x 37-foot mural painted for the Wisconsin
State Fair in 1942. The assistants are not identified. The mural has been lost.
The Kansas association was true enough. Curry had been
born there on November 14, 1897, and several of his most
famous paintings depict its landscape, people, and folk customs. But by 1936 it was something of an exaggeration to
assign him a Kansas identity, since he had lived there only
infrequently after 1918. In between, he made his homes mostly in Illinois, New York, and Connecticut, and he felt unap-

WHi(X3)48980

preciated back in Kansas, despite being one of the most
acclaimed and recognized painters in the country.
"I don't think Kansas offered me the opportunity which is
here at the University of Wisconsin," he said on his arrival in
Madison. Then he demonstrated his soft-spoken, understated
personality by adding, "This indicates, some say, the wisdom
of the Kansans, while others, undoubtedly more short-sighted.

Copyrigfit © 20QQ by tfie State Historical Society of Wisconsin. All rights of reproduction In any form resen/ed.
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through the College of Agriculture's extension

activi-

ties. (Extension was a major
feature

of the

Wisconsin

Idea, which r e a c h e d

full

flower in the 1930s, dominating Wisconsin's progressive politics and education
as it had in the first two
decades

of the

century.)

Fortunately, Curry's

tem-

perament and interests prepared him perfectly to do
just that.
An old-line Kansas populist

at

heart,

he

took

instantly to Wisconsin's progressive b r a n d of populism,
both in theory and personally. After only a m o n t h in
Madison, he spoke to the
Madison

Art

Association

and said that he wanted to
"enliven my imagination by
new contacts with American life," just as he

had

when he joined with Ringling Brothers and B a r n u m
& Bailey Circus in 1932,
creating a series of circusrelated canvases.
T h e university hoped, he
said, "that the farm youth of
the state will gain through
my efforts a conception of
~«»r,-s:"js,?;}^-aji.>>^*

I

painting, and those with a
special

Courtesy of Mrs. John Steuart Curry and Vivian Kiechel Fine Art

Sketch by Curry for a fund-raising brochure for his church, Grace Episcopal, on
Madison's capitolsquare, c. 1945.

talent

will

be

encouraged to actual study
of drawing a n d painting."
C u r r y explained that his

think I should have had some expression of sorts from my

personal conception of painting dealt with "American life, its

native state."

spirit and its actualities"—or, as his first biographer, Laurence
completely on the mark with respect to

E. Schmeckebier, called it, the "pageant of America." And he

Curry's duties. T h e university expected far more from him

felt that the local elements of this pageant ("a well-bred and

than painting and chatting with undergraduates. In the spirit

excellent herd of cattle or a prize-winning horse," for example)

N o r was Life

of progressivism and the parameters of the Wisconsin Idea

should be expressed in paintings on the walls of far-flung com-

then prevalent in Wisconsin, Curry was to get to know the

munity buildings—paintings preferably created by well-

state and engage widely in outreach, especially to rural citizens

trained Wisconsin artists.

^
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Courtesy of Mrs. John Steuart Curry and Vivian Kiechel Fine Art
Study, c. 1941, for the book jacket for August Derleth's The Wisconsin: River of a
Thousand Isle.s. ne view is of Prairie du Sac and Sauk City.

On the personal level, Curry, his wife, Kathleen, and her
daughter, Ellen, were quickly accepted by the Progressivedominated university and government establishment. The
Currys made friends with Governor Philip La Follette and his
wife, Isen, and Curry presented them with a painting of the
first meeting of the National Progressive Party held in the
University's Stock Pavilion on April 28, 1938. (It is now owned
by the Madison Art Center.) The art and literary communities
in Milwaukee and Madison embraced him. And he became an
instant celebrity in the state, though he never behaved like
one, always finding time for working informally with students,
traveling to remote areas, and participating in the extremely
successful rural art program fostered by the College of Agriculture.
While sympathetic to populist and progressive notions,
Curry shied from connecting himself overtly to groups wedded
AUTUMN

2000

to causes. His choice of subjects and the titles he gave many of
his works betray his point of view and politics, however. Take,
for example, the titles he gave to the following murals: "The
Social Benefits of Biochemical Research" (1941-1943) in the
university's biochemistry building; "Law Versus Mob Rule"
(1937) in the U.S. Department ofjustice building in Washington; and "Wisconsin Agriculture Leads to Victory" (1942; now
lost) for the Wisconsin State Fair.
The works Curry created in Wisconsin divide themselves
loosely into four categories: ICansas subjects, Wisconsin subjects, broad American themes such as war (he painted both
anti- and pro-war works) and abolition of slavery, and illustrations for important American books such as a special edition
of Walt Whitman's Leaves of Grass and the volume August
Derleth wrote on the Wisconsin River for the Rivers of America series.
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Courtesy of Mrs. John Steuart Curry and Vivian Kiechel Fine Art

Study, c. 1937, for a painting,

The Author

Slaves" mural, now in the Univer-

JACK HOLZHUETER,
whose association with the
society goes back to 1964, is
a native of IVIenomonie and a
graduate of the University of
Wisconsin. His many contributions to these pages and
his frequent appearances on
public radio and television
have made him de facto "the
voice of Wisconsin history." He retired from the
society and our magazine staff in August.

sity of Wisconsin law library, for

Curry's most famous image of
all—'John Brown," wild-eyed, wildhaired, in full rant, shouting the
cause

of

abolition

to

early

Kansans—was developed in Wisconsin, not Kansas. C u r r y

also

painted his famed Kansas capitol
murals (1937-1942) while a Wisconsin resident, a commission that
caused him anger and grief, worsening his feelings about his native
state. Even before he painted his
statehouse murals, his

"Valley of the Wisconsin," and also a print.

canvases

the U . S . D e p a r t m e n t of Justice
building in Washington, where two
other murals (1937) reside. But
authorities rejected it because it
might have stirred racial controversy. Curry was disappointed, but
not resentful, a n d substituted

a

mural decrying m o b violence.
His most famous

Wisconsin-

related work is certainly "Wisconsin Landscape" (1937-1939) at the

about folk religion, tornadoes, and the darker side of rural life

Metropolitan M u s e u m of Art in N e w York. It is a nine-foot-

had drawn criticism from leading Kansans.

long painting that the M e t exhibits often and used as the cover

Nevertheless, he could be forgiving of criticism of his subject matter. H e had originally intended his "Freeing of the

illustration for its 1991 exhibition catalog. The Landscape
Twentieth-Century

American

Art,

in

an accolade that marks
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Courtesy M.D. Michaelis

Study for the Wisconsin State Fair mural "Wisconsin Agriculture Leads to Victory, " c. 1942.
Curry as a twentieth-century American

Curry, claimed him not for Wisconsin,

landscape artist virtually without peer.

but for the Midwest and the entire country. "He understood the men and women

In the early 1940s, Curry began to suffer from hypertension and was treated by

of this great Mississippi region," he said;

neurologists and surgeons at Wisconsin

he "did much to dignify the culture and

General Hospital and Mayo Clinic. His

society of rural America."
Today Curry is remembered more as

illness failed to slow his production significantly. He continued to tackle major

a Kansan than a Wisconsinite, though

themes and to follow his conscience that

perhaps a majority of his most important

often echoed the consciences of millions

work was painted while he was Wiscon-

of Americans. His huge 1942 mural (17 x

WHi(D484) 16206

37 feet) for the Wisconsin State Fair,

fohn Steuart Curry (center) with his daughter
Ellen (left) and his wife Kathleen.

"Wisconsin Agriculture Leads to Victo-

sin's

artist-in-residence.

He

also

is

remembered as the third in a triumvirate
of great Midwest regionalist painters that

ry," is a case in point. He developed it rapidly, and it accord-

included Grant Wood and Thomas Hart Benton. Curry stands

ingly has an illustrative quality. Even so, it drew national

apart from his two friends and colleagues, for his pictures res-

attention and, according to the fair's annual report, "furnished

onate far beyond the region with which all three are identified.

much inspiration to the thousands of farmers who had produced

His social conscience and his intuitive appreciation of American

these crops"—exactly Curry's intention.

history and life imbue his work, testifying to the remarkable con-

Curry's illness culminated in an unexpected, fatal stroke on

junction of art, politics, and education that occurred in Wiscon-

August 29, 1946, in Madison. After funeral services at Grace

sin during the somber years of depression and war when J o h n

Episcopal Church on the capitol square, his body was taken to

Steuart Curry put Wisconsin on the art map.

Winchester, Kansas, for burial. Despite disputes over the murals
in the state capitol, Kansas was proud to claim him. The Topei a Daily Capital called him "one of Kansas' greatest artists" and
noted that "500 of his fellow Kansans" attended the services.
In Wisconsin, Dean Chris L. Christensen of the College of

For Further Reading
Ttie most accessible source for learning about John Steuart Curry is the lavishly
illustrated catalog by Patricia Junker, John Steuart Curry: Inventing the Middle West
(New York: Hudson Hills Press, 1998), prepared for the exhibition of the same name. Its
footnotes and bibliography will guide interested readers to other works. Laurence E.
Schmeckebier's John Steuart Curry's Pageant of America {New York: American Artists
Group, 1943), long out of print, is another fundamental work.

Agriculture, who was both a friend and a portrait subject of
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Headquarters Building

Designing a library was one thing;
constructing it was quite another

By Carolyn J. Mattern

F

riday, October 19, 1900, dawned
crisp and bright in Madison—a per-

fect day for a new beginning for the

State Historical Society of Wisconsin. On
that day leaders of the society and the University of Wisconsin and over 900 guests

-&

gathered to dedicate the beautiful new library
and museum building that the society was to
share with the university—the same building
that, exactly a century later, the society now
occupies alone as its headquarters structure.
In that one master stroke, Reuben Gold

1

Thwaites, the society's director, and Charles
Kendall Adams, president of the university,
solved two longstanding problems for their
respective institutions: a fireproof building
and space to grow for the society, and greatly
improved library resources for university sttidents and faculty. Those in attendance at the
ceremony could be justly proud of their
accomplishment. Even the 16,000-word oration (which could have taken at least two
The Stale Historical Society building under construction, July 2.
1898, looking toivard downtown Madison.
Plate 15, lot 136, VMA
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Although Henry C Koch's original design resembles the finished society building,
it was rejected by the building commission.
hours to read aloud) by historian Charles Francis Adams,

struction was already well underway, culminating some years

" T h e Sifted Grain and the Grain Sifters," could not quash the

of intermittent agitation for a separate historical society struc-

pride of the m o m e n t and the enthusiasm for the future.'

ture. T h e society's campaign for a building of its own dates to

Not present for the festivities was Francis W. Grant, the

the 1850s when the corresponding secretary, L y m a n D r a p e r

thirty-year-old C a n a d i a n who h a d super-

(the

This design was

vised the building's construction and h a d
already

moved

on

to his next

job.

Although little is known today about his

substantially realized:

inducing

task

of

ensuring

that

a four-story, limestone,

tion, but it was only temporary. In 1886,
succeeded Draper, he

immediately

took up the campaign with renewed ener-

building that employs

gy, seeking a joint building with the university

the Ionic order of

blue-tinted, cyanotype photographs now
in the society's Visual Materials Archive,

on the Capitol Square. A move to the new

U-shaped, classical revivales

tually, a n d economically. It was also
Grant who donated the small album of

presided over collections c r a m m e d into

when the dynamic Reuben Gold Thwait-

the

building was constructed properly, punc-

director),

capitol building in 1866 provided a solu-

nevertheless made an important contribution, for to him fell the thankless, ulcer-

of today's

the basement of the First Baptist C h u r c h

life either before or after his association
with the historical society, Francis Grant

equivalent

Thomas

and

enlisting the

Chrowder

support

Chamberlin

of
and

Charles Kendall Adams, successive uni-

design and nearly fills

photographs that provide most of the
known visual documentation of the build-

versity presidents, and former governor
Lucius Fairchild. In 1895, after years of

eight city lots

ing's construction.2

effort, the legislature authorized $180,000
for initial construction.

T h e events that led to constructing the society's building

A nine-man building commission comprised of representa-

Servant,

tives of both the historical society and the university together

the history of the society written in 1967 by former director

with appointees of the governor promptly conducted a design

have been recounted before, most notably in Clio's

Clifford Lord and Carl Ubbelohde. But their history of the

competition. T h e commission suggested that contestants sub-

society ignores actual construction, dismissing it in a single

mit plans for a building with a cruciform or cross shape a n d a

paragraph about the "usual difficulties." This neglect is sur-

low dome. It also specified a design in the classical revival style

prising because the correspondence, reports, and photographs

popularized by the World's Columbian Exposition held in

that Grant created are available in the Society's archives, and

Chicago in 1893. T h e competition winners were George B.

they divulge an interesting episode in Society history.''

Ferry a n d Alfred C. Clas of Milwaukee. Their design precise-

W h e n G r a n t arrived in Madison in the fall of 1897, con-

^

ly matched the requirements. However, the commission pre-
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Ferry and Clas ofAIilwaukee won the society job with this original
design from 1895, which looks very similar to the Milwaukee
Public Library, one of their earlier works.

The footprint of the building (below) as it appears
today w i t h dates of construction.

ferred the design submitted by Henry C. Koch, also of Milwaukee, even though it disregarded (except for the classical
style) the commission's own stated requirements. Instead it

1966

offered a square building composed of two rectangles, one facing Bascom Hill a n d the other what is now Library Mall, connected by two stack wings facing Langdon and State Streets,
with a courtyard in the center. T h e Koch plan better suited the

Park
Street
Entrance

needs of the lower-campus site designated for the building on
the university's grounds, and it seemed more easily adaptable

(to 1966)

and expandable for growing collections. T h e firm Ferry &
Clas probably prevailed because it h a d designed the Milwaukee Public Library, a building that also included a library and

1900

museum. Ferry & Clas ultimately resubmitted plans based on
Koch's idea, but lacking the rear rectangle along Park Street.

state
Street
Entrance

This design was substantially realized: a four-story, limestone,
U-shaped, classical revival building that employs the Ionic

Library
Reading Room
(Second Floor)

Langdon
Street
Entrance

order of design and nearly fills eight city lots.*
(Main Entrance

O n J u n e 29, 1896, the commission signed contracts with
T h o m a s R. Bentley of Milwaukee for construction of the basement a n d first floor a n d for supervision of the work by T i m o -

I

thy C. McCarthy, a Madison contractor. Bentley finished his

1900

I

I

I

1914

^Si

Notih

1966

work on schedule in February 1897 and promptly declared
Graptiic/Kennetti A. Miller

bankruptcy.^
O n August 4, 1897, the contract to complete the building

Stout, a M e n o m o n i e lumber baron and state senator who

was therefore let to Harry J o h n s o n of O m a h a . T h e commis-

headed the commission, personally selected Francis W. Grant.

sion also needed a new superintendent because McCarthy's

Grant's qualifications for the position are not documented in

responsibility expired with Bentley's contract. J a m e s

the commission's records, but whatever his background and
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experience, he was an

front entrance], but I

excellent choice, for

/i^irr

he brought to the j o b

^/r/

stopped
they

them

could

until

provide

a working mastery of

themselves

construction

proper

kind

niques and structural

ment."

"Contractor

engineering, and his

J o h n s o n agrees to put

tech-

with
of

the
ce-

knowledge of electric-

another coat of paint

ity was such that the

on steel work in stairs

architects later hired

to make sure of no rust

him

stains on the marble."

to r e d r a w

the

electrical plans. T h e

"Discovered that

duties

contractor h a d m a d e a

of

the

new

"inspector

of

the

the

mistake at the doors

works," the old-fash-

from room 225 to log-

ioned title by which

gia, m a d e the j a m b s of

G r a n t was

officially

birch instead of oak."**

known, included en-

Because the archi-

suring that all parties

tects personally visited

fulfilled the terms of

Madison

their

mittently. G r a n t some-

contracts

and

providing the

com-

mission

unbi-

with

ased advice. For this
responsibility,

the

Series 941, SHSW Archives

Construction supervisor Francis Grant's devoted attention to detail resulted in frequent letters to the architects.

only

inter-

times

functioned

their
'•'^'="

Cyes.

He

as
frc-

quently measured and
p h o t o g r a p h e d details

commission paid him five dollars per day. At the same time,

at the j o b site, providing information that was incorporated

the economy-minded commission limited Grant's ability to

into plans drawn at the Ferry & Clas office in Milwaukee.^ H e

accomplish the assignment. H e was, they stressed, not empow-

also scrutinized the plans for inconsistencies with conditions at

ered to authorize expenditures.^

the j o b site. Noticing many, he began b o m b a r d i n g the archi-

Grant reported to work on September 13, 1897, and m a d e

tects with letters, telegrams, and telephone calls. ' J o h n s o n is

his value apparent almost immediately by calling attention to

getting out sills and I wish you would advise me if you wish to

"a bad spot" under the east wall. T o fix it, he ordered addi-

make full size detail agree with figures on plans or not," he

tional excavation under the footings. This was the first of

wrote on J a n u a r y 6, 1898. Later he noted, "Found distance

many errors that Grant discovered h a d been m a d e during the

between beams in vestibule 106 to[o] small to permit con-

initial construction phase, the most notable being that the first

struction [as] detailed." Perhaps the most serious discrepancy

contractor dug the foundations six inches below the intended

Grant noticed was the absence of skylights or chimneys in the

level, lowering the building's profile and indicating a careless-

architectural drawings of the front elevation. If these features

ness with respect to the architects' intentions.'

were built as indicated elsewhere in the plans, he pointed out,

Grant devoted his days to inspecting and testing materials

they would project unattractively above the line of vision from

and workmanship, periodic assessment of the quantities of

the lower campus. In general, Ferr)' & Clas heeded Grant's

building materials on hand, a n d conferences with the contrac-

advice.'"

tor and the architects. O n September 25, Grant inspected the

Grant took to heart his authority to offer suggestions that

limestone for the exterior arriving from Indiana at the Chica-

would facilitate construction. W h e n the late arrival of steel

go, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific rail yard, a few blocks south-

necessitated structural changes so that work on the limestone

west of the new building. "Rejected

as

facing could continue. G r a n t designed stone corbels into

improperly shaped," he noted in his report. In subsequent

which the beams could be set later. A n d it was G r a n t who sug-

months, Grant's daily reports were filled with similar details:

gested a revision in the heating plan to provide hot water dur-

"Marble men started to set loggia floor [the arcade above the

ing the summer when the university's steam system was not

several j a m b s
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j o b , J o h n s o n was cranky, an unreliable

operating and which, as an economy

supervisor, and increasingly persuad-

measure, would use water from Lake

ed he was suffering

M e n d o t a for purposes other than

financially

for

the mistakes of the architects. Some

drinking.''
was

of Johnson's irascibility focused on

devoted to the complex coordina-

J o s e p h D u x , the stonecutter, whose

Much

of G r a n t ' s

time

tion of supplies and labor necessary

work was not part of the J o h n s o n

to finishing the project on schedule.

contract. T h e two m e n squabbled
repeatedly

Anyone who has built a house can
sympathize, but G r a n t must

have

WHi(T53)99

problem was a lack of skilled work-

stoppages

occurred

because

of

cutting,

responsibility,

covered by the D u x contract. Although

his restricted authority. Sometimes the

as promised. Occasionally work

stone

and decorative stone carving, which was

been particularly frustrated because of

ers, or workers who failed to report

about

which was Johnson's

Reuben Gold Thwaites, the person most responsible
for the new building, in his office in the
capitol in 1892.

J o h n s o n ' s behavior was a frequent
problem. Grant apparently liked
the

man,

since he

"invariably

respected my complaints a n d rec-

labor disputes. G r a n t did what he

ommendations," and Grant even-

could to improve the labor situa-

tually informed

tion.

"Contractor

has

not

yet

increased the [work] force on galvanized iron work as requested on
the 3rd," he wrote on February 8,
1899. "Will the Architects please
note this and kindly speak to the
sub-contractor

about

it?"

course, Wisconsin w e a t h e r

Of
also

affected the work. D e c e m b e r 19,
1898, was typical: "Messrs Ferry &
Clas in town. A freezing rain m a d e

The Author
CAROLYN IVIATTERN
began her career as a student in the SHSW Archives
in 1970. Since then she has
also worked at the Montana
Historical Society and the
University of Florida, returning to Madison in 1983.
Carolyn earned a Ph.D. in
American History from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1976.
..-i™_»_-*.i-.i--ii~_«. •*----~*'~''-^*******'~'*'^^

the

commission

that Johnson h a d not contributed
to any serious delay in construction.'*
N o r could Grant escape the climate of petty jealousy and fragile
egos. W h e n Professor Dugald C.
Jackson, a University of Wisconsin
engineering faculty member, criticized G r a n t ' s electrical
Grant

responded,

design,

"I will

have

nothing more to do with Prof Jack-

it too dangerous to work on roof and h a d to stop excavating

son, as I no longer recognize in him any superiority except as

for same reason. Mr. Ferry promised to issue an order for tem-

a theorist."'"'

porary heat immediately on his return to Milwaukee."'^

Increasingly, however, the problems seemed due to the

Sometimes the problem was the suppliers. Johnson's early

architects. "I was in Milwaukee," G r a n t noted in one typical

productivity was hampered by delayed shipments of steel from

report. "I found no details ready for modeler [of the plaster

the Carnegie Steel C o m p a n y in Pittsburgh. T h e n flooding in

details], consequently modeler will have nothing to d o . " Fre-

the limestone quarries during the spring of 1898 halted ship-

quently the architects simply ignored Grant's communica-

ment of stone, and J o h n s o n paid Grant to visit the quarry in

tions. O n February 25, 1899, he wrote them: "I wish to urge

Bedford, Indiana, to expedite matters.'^

upon you the importance of keeping u p with the contractor

It is unlikely that G r a n t anticipated at the outset the degree

with your [drawings for] details. W e should have details of all

to which his j o b would involve personalities. J o h n s o n , he dis-

plaster cornices. I asked you for these on D e c e m b e r 16th last,

covered, had a drinking problem and was subject to unex-

but with the exception of those for second story corridors, we

plained absences. "I would suggest that some form of official

have received none." Grant's records indicate that the archi-

letter from the Commissioners to the contractor might be

tects delayed for five months before deciding on the design for

effective in bringing him to a realization of his responsibili-

the elaborate mosaic tiles on the first floor a n d an equivalent

ties," Grant wrote the commission. "It might be well, to[o], if

period before authorizing the carving for the columns at the

a letter were addressed to his partner and bondsmen." O n the

front of the building. At times. Grant later recalled, the archi-
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VMA Lot 136

An internal shot of workers crafting floral molds and edgings, c. 1899.
tects'

behavior

was

almost

"unen-

the light-colored stone turned almost

durable."'6

black. (The stone appears gray today,

Accidents are an inevitable part of

but was called "buflP' at the time of con-

construction, and the Society building

struction.) This alarming phenomenon

was no exception. Early in

Grant's

was flrst noted shortly after the commis-

tenure one of the large motorized der-

sion settled with Bentley, and construc-

ricks used to lift the limestone blocks

tion stopped in the affected areas. Ferry

broke and fell, but no one was injured.

& Clas suggested that impurities in the

O n another occasion, a heavy steel

cement caused the stains, an explana-

b e a m crashed from the roof to the sec-

tion seconded by the limestone supplier.

ond floor. Again, there were no injuries,

T h e architects r e c o m m e n d e d

and Grant was able to report that the

remedies, including brushing with steel

several

surprisingly limited damage caused by

brushes, which G r a n t attempted, appar-

this incident testified to the building's

ently with little effect. T o prevent future

structural integrity. T h e n , on August 16,

occurrences, the architects urged treat-

1898, J a m e s Harrison, a laborer, fell fifty

ing the brick that backed the limestone
with antihydrine, a new waterproof var-

feet from the third-floor scaffolding to
VMA

the basement, breaking several ribs.
Eleven days later,

another

laborer,

William Doris of Madison, was wheeling
brick at almost the same location on the
scaffolding when he also fell to the base-

Caricatures of Alfred C. Clas (above) and
George B. Ferry (opposite page), the principal
architects, as they appeared in Milwaukee
Men Who Do Things, a 1911 publication of
;/)e Milwaukee Journal.

ment. He broke his neck and died instantly.'^
T h e occurrence that most absorbed G r a n t and the com-

nish. However, the commission hesitated to act on this advice, perhaps because
the application of antihydrine would
have incurred additional expense."*
T h e n , in an interesting demonstra-

tion of what later became known as the "Wisconsin Idea," the
concept whereby state g o v e r n m e n t t u r n e d to

academic

mission concerning the exterior was discoloration of the lime-

experts, the commission asked the university for help. Geolo-

stone. In some conspicuous places, such as the m a i n entrance.

gist Charles V a n Hise tested the limestone a n d chemist W . W.

^
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Daniels experimented with the cement,

takes. A m o n g these were settling of the

but neither could offer an explanation.

exterior walls because they had failed to

As time passed and the commission con-

investigate soil conditions fully, ^and

tinued to deliberate, J o h n s o n became

designing improper framing under the

increasingly nervous about his schedule.

book stacks. Although mistakes

T h e n the architects changed their minds

delays were n o r m a l in construction.

and

again and recommended replacing the

G r a n t said, he concluded that the record

discolored stones. During the fall of

of Ferry & Clas was excessive and rec-

1898, more than a year after the prob-

o m m e n d e d payment for the corrections

lem first arose. Professor Daniels per-

J o h n s o n had been obliged to make.2'

formed a second test that confirmed the

With the completion of Johnson's

architects' original hypothesis. O n c e the

contract, work shifted to the

finishing

masonry above the stone was protected

the interior, for which the commission

from the weather and allowed to dry, the

demonstrated

professor promised, the stains would

renewing his contract and expanding his

fade. Although a month-long test Grant

authority. D u r i n g this phase.

its faith in G r a n t

by

Grant

conducted could not produce that result,

acted more as a general

the commission decided to resume con-

reviewing bids, corresponding directly

struction,

and

they

also

informally

contractor,

with individual suppliers, a n d resolving

authorized Grant to apply the antihydrine. T h e construction

the problems that inevitably arose. At the same time, the Soci-

records do not indicate whether the problem was solved,

ety's director, Reuben Gold Thwaites, renewed his active par-

although a visual inspection of the building today reveals

ticipation in the construction. Poring over the plans at his

noticeable discoloration.'^

office in the capitol, Thwaites noticed m a n y details in need of

Of course, finances concerned everyone. T h e legislature

revision. First, he suggested changing the floor plan. T h e n a

had authorized only an initial appropriation in 1895, although

host of other changes foUowed. "Would it not be advisable to

it wanted the commission to build a structure that would be a

place interior windows . . . in the corridors"; "Would it not be

source of pride for Wisconsin. As a result, the commission h a d

well to place the sink from R o o m 316 1/2 in 326. (This floor

to return to the legislature in 1897 and 1899 to ask for supple-

ought to be provided with a sink somewhere.)"; "Would it not

mentary funds. It achieved neither appropriation easily. In

be an improvement to control the 3rd floor lights from the 2nd

addition, inflation in the price of materials during the pro-

floor." Grant patiently responded to each of these suggested

longed period of construction and the commission's failure to

revisions, but what the architects, the contractors, and the

include interest payments in original estimates forced the com-

commission thought of the director's mounting fist of extras

mission to economize, primarily by eliminating some decora-

can only be imagined. Nevertheless, it was by this tireless

tions and postponing erection of one of the two stack wings,

attention to detail and by personal surveys of m a n y eastern

restricting the building to an L shape until 1914. These meas-

libraries that Thwaites was able to create a facility later hailed

ures enabled the commission to complete the building at a

as a "librarians' workshop."^2

total cost of $600,000. J a m e s H . Stout later boasted that the

As with all buildings, the exact date of completion is some-

building cost only twenty cents per square foot, including all

what murky, but the move into the new building began in

the furnishing and equipment, while the Milwaukee Public

August 1900 and ended six weeks later, the society coming from

Library had cost twenty-one cents per cubic foot for construc-

the capitol building and the library from its cramped quarters

tion alone. 2"^

in what is now called Music Hall, still a neighbor of the head-

T h e commission also relied on Francis Grant in its final set-

quarters building. At the same time Francis Grant began look-

tlement with J o h n s o n . For this Grant had to assess the degree

ing for a new position, and the commission armed him with a

to which Ferry & Clas had contributed to the list of extra

resolution of appreciation:

charges that J o h n s o n submitted. Grant prepared a lengthy

"Resolved that this board takes pleasure in expressing to

report, concluding that the architects' procrastination and

whom it may concern its entire confidence in the personal

indecisivcness created "annoyance and delay difficult to esti-

integrity and professional ability of Francis W. Grant, who has

mate," and that they also h a d committed several serious mis-

been the inspector and superintendent of construction upon this
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The circulation desk area in the library, second floor, under construction, c. 1899.
Though no picture of Francis Grant, who supervised construction, has been found,
he may well be the figure in the center.
building during three years past. Throughout his term of service he has won the respect and confidence of all members of the
board, who cordially commend him to others who may be in
need of his professional services,"
By the end of July, Grant had accepted a position as construction superintendent with the U.S. government, and by
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Workers at the Milwaukee Road rail yard in Madison where stone for the new
building was shipped from Indiana and readied for the masons.
1 The State Historical Society of Wisconsin: Exercises at
the Dedication of Its New Building, October 19, 1900 . . .
Memorial Volume, ed. Reuben Gold Thwaites {Madison:
1901). In addition to Jiousing the historical society and the
university hbrary, the building made a room on the third floor
available to the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and
Letters. During construction it was anticipated that the Wisconsin Free Library Commission might also occupy space in
the building, but this did not happen until after the capitol fire
of 1904. The university library moved its collections to
Memorial Library in 1953.
^ The records of the Building Commission appear as
Series 941 in the Wisconsin State Archives, State Historical
Society of Wisconsin; all letters, reports, and proceedings
mentioned in these endnotes may be found in that series. The
records contain a few clues about Grant's past. It is known
that he had previously worked in New York City, where he
was associated with Renwick, Aspinwall & Owen, and in St.
Louis. See Grant to Bradley, 4 September 1897. The importance of economical construction as a public trust is discussed in the memorial volume by James H. Stout, the
president of the commission, in a chapter entitled "A Word
from the Builders." The cyanotype album is Lot 136 in the
society's Visual Materials Archive.
3 Clifford Lee Lord and Carl Ubbelohde, Clio's Servant:
The State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 1846-1954 (Madison, 1967), 101-126. See also two articles in the 1955 rededication issue (vol. 39, no. 2, winter 1955-1956) of the
Wisconsin Magazine of History: Vernon Carstensen's "A
Building Is Achieved" and Jackson E. Towne's "The Inception of the Library Building for the State Historical Society of
Wisconsin," 68-75. Francis Grant's papers are part of Series
941.
4 The commission's "Suggestions to Competing Architects" appear in its proceedings for 17 June 1895.
5 McCarthy later won the contract for the stone
balustrade that surrounds the society building.
6 The letters of several applicants (including Louis W.
Claude who later made a name for himself as a Prairie School
architect in Madison) are in Series 941, but there is no application from Grant, suggesting that he may have been acquainted with Stout and may have applied directly to the Menomonie
lumber baron, or that Stout recruited Grant personally. The
dedication volume cites Grant as the "designer of electrical
equipment," an assignment that took him ten weeks (Grant to
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Ferry & Clas, 1 March 1899). A letter from Grant to the
Strowger Automatic Telephone Exchange dated 4 February
1899 demonstrates his eagerness to incorporate the "mysteries" of that field into the electrical plan. Grant's authority is
defined in correspondence from Grant to Lucien Hanks, 7 and
13 October 1897, and Bradley to Grant, 16 October 1897.
'^ Grant to Bradley, 3 and 4 September 1897; Grant to
Hanks, 13 October 1897; and superintendent's daily report, 18
September 1897. See also Grant to Hanks, 25 August 1900.
S Superintendent's daily reports, 25 September 1897, 16
October and 17 November 1899, and 5 January 1900.
9 Grant to Ferry & Clas, 2 February 1899, and Ferry &
Clas to Grant, 3 January 1900.

16 Superintendent's daily report, 31 December 1898;
Grant to Ferry & Clas, 25 February 1899; Grant to Hanks, 14
October 1899 and 25 August 25 1900; and Grant's report, c.
26 January 1900.
17 Superintendent's daily reports, 19 October 1897, 21
December 1898, and 16 January 1899, and Wisconsin State
Journal, 27 August 1898.
18 Bradley to Consolidated Stone, 31 August 1898; Consolidated to Bradley, 1 September 1898; and proceedings, 17
January 1898..
19 Proceedings, 17 January 1898. Grant reported applying at least fifteen gallons of antihydrine to the building.
Superintendent's daily reports, 28 January and 17 February
1899.

' 0 Superintendent's letterbook. Grant to Ferry & Clas, 6
January 1898; superintendent's daily report, 10 January 1899.
Grant's role.in alerting the architects and devising practical
solutions to the problem is detailed in a report, c. 26 January
1900.

20 Stout's report, "A World from the Builders," appears
in State Historical Society of Wisconsin: Exercises at the
Dedication, ed. Thwaites. It was not until the completion of
the northwest stack wing in 1914 that the building reached its
full capacity of 675,000 volumes.

1' Ferry & Clas called Grant's corbelling suggestion
"excellent" in a I October 1897 letter. See also Grant to Johnson, 22 October 1897. Suggestions about the hot water system
appear in Grant to Ferry & Clas, 27 March 1899, and superintendent's daily report, 28 March 1899.

21 Grant's report is contained in a letter to Lucien S.
Hanks, 25 August 1900. See also the secretary's letterbook,
Bradley to Ferry & Clas, 8 and 19 May 1900. Grant reported
that the architects were unaware until the building was nearly
completed that there was a stratum of quicksand of indefinite
depth below the footings. Grant to Hanks, 25 August 1900.
The records also include evidence of Grant's support for Johnson in a complex dispute involving the marble contractor. See
Grant to Hanks, 6 November 1899.

12 Superintendent's daily reports, 19 December 1898,
and 16 January, 13-17 July, and 15 September 1899.
13 The Carnegie Company charged that the problem was
due to the slowness of Ferry & Clas. See superintendent's
daily reports, January-February, 19 and 29 March, 1898, and
Grant to Carnegie Steel, 29 December 1897.
14 Quarterly report of the proceedings of the building
commission, 13 January 1899, p. 214, and Grant to Ferry &
Clas, 13 March 1899. Superintendent's daily report, 16 March
1899. Evidence of Johnson's crankiness can be seen in the
superintendent's daily reports, 22-25 September 1899, and the
10 March 1899 confidential supplement to the report. See also
Grant to Ferry & Clas, 2 February 1899. Ultimately Grant prepared a long report for the commission that sorted out the
issues involving Dux and recommended remuneration to the
stonecutter. See Grant to Hanks, 15 August 1900; proceedings,
15 May 1900; and Grant's report, c. 26 January 1900.
15 Grant to Ferry & Clas, 9 March and 22 December
1899, and Grant to Ferry, 1 and 7 March 1899.

22 Proceedings, 19 July 1899. An example of Grant's
responsibilities concerns problems associated with the Otis
Elevator contract, 1 September 1899. Thwaites' suggestions
were conveyed by Isaac Bradley, the Society's librarian, who
served as the commission's secretary. See, for example, the
secretary's letterbook, Bradley to Grant, 14 December 1898
and 23 January and 24 March 1899, and Grant to Bradley, 27
March 1899. Reports of Thwaites' 1895 and 1899 library surveys appear in box 7 of Series 941.
23 A business card in the cyanotype album indicates that
Grant's new position was with the U.S. Treasury Department.
The 1901 memorial volume indicates Grant then resided in
New York City. See also proceedings, 29 May 1900; Grant to
Julius Andrae & Son, 3 August 1900; and Thwaites to George
H. Wheelock, 18 September 1900, for further information
about Grant's post-society career.
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spencer Tracy's

BOYHOOD
Truth,
fiction, and
Hollywood
dreams
By David A. Y. O. Chang
mm
centuiT,' ago this year, the
Academy
Award-winning
screen actor Spencer Tracy
was born in Milwaukee.
Years later, when he was
asked by curious reporters
about the city where he spent
his youth, he regaled them
with stories. Tracy would say
that although he was born on
"the right side of the tracks"
and lived in a large home on
well-heeled Prospect Avenue,
he was a tough kid who
skipped school, roamed the
streets with his pals Ratty and
Mousey, and got into fights
with children from nearby
neighborhoods.

spencer Tracy as
Father Flanagan
in Boys Town, a role
for which he won
his second Academy
Award in 1938.
^

Wisconsin Center for Film and Theater Research
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VMA, courtesy of Robert B. Edgers

Spencer Tracy's parents, Jo/yn E. and Carrie (Broicn) Tracy, with their Kissel car, 1920-1922. Snapshot by Kenneth Edgers.
J o h n , and their first son, Carroll.

The problem with these stories is that Tracy part-

T h e apartment

ly made them up and partly turned a difEcult reali-

was in a lower-middle-class part of the city, and was

ty into an appealing myth.

hardly the substantial east side house Tracy would

H e turned his

hard-working father's long struggles to find stable

talk of later. Nor was his father the tough Irishman

employment into a rosy American success story, and

climbing his way into the middle class that studio

transformed his own poor performance in school

publicists later made him out to be. J o h n Tracy

into the adventures of a tough but lovable urchin.

came from a fairly prosperous Irish-American fami-

All people take the complicated past and make it

ly in Freeport, Illinois, with even earlier roots in

into a simpler story; it's the way most of us remem-

Mazomanic, Wisconsin. A Catholic, he had attend-

ber and make sense of our lives. Tracy and his pub-

ed college at Notre Dame and worked for a time in

licists had extra incentive, however.

a bank in Freeport before coming to Milwaukee.

H e was a

leading man when the Hollywood star system was at

Spencer described his mother's background more

its height, and a romantic past was as important to

accurately than his father's. Carrie was a Protestant

his career as his handsome, but rumpled, Everyman

WCFTR

Tracy as a boy.

and the product of a fine old family with roots in
colonial New England.

style.

Brown University was

The actual facts of Tracy's youth in Milwaukee and college

named for one of her ancestors. When she married J o h n Tracy,

years at Ripon really do make for a fascinating story, even if they

she wed a man with a less prestigious ethnic and religious profile

do not always follow the lines of the yarn he spun for reporters

than hers.

and studio publicists who further exaggerated his stories for the
movie-going public.

She also married a man with a checkered professional life and
a drinking problem. When Spencer was a boy, his father moved

On April 5, 1900, Carrie (Brown) Tracy gave birth to her sec-

frequently from job to job, occupying a string of lower manage-

ond son in her home, a rented apartment in a duplex at Thirtieth

ment positions, mostly in shipping and freight firms. J o h n never

Street and Saint Paul Avenue where she lived with her husband,

kept a job for more than a couple years. First he was a clerk, then

Copyright © 2000 by the State Historical Society of Wisconsin. AH rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
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VMA, courtesy of Robert B. Edgers

Tracy (far right, front row) with his arm around Kenneth Edgers, his roommate at both their military academy and
Ripon College. They are standing with other residents on the steps of their dormitory at Ripon, c. 1921-1922.
a general foreman, then a clerk again, then a traffic manager, and

truancy. In adulthood, Tracy would jokingly recall, "I wouldn't

so on. It would be hard to say he was climbing the professional

have gone to school at all if there'd been any other way of learn-

ladder.

ing to read the subtitles in the films." The boy changed schools

The Tracys moved frequently during Spencer's childhood; by
the time Spencer was eleven, his family had lived in at least
seven different homes, all rented. Shortly after

even more often than his family moved, and not
only because his behavior made him unwelcome in
some schools.

J o h n and Carrie Tracy cared

Spencer was born, the Tracys moved to

deeply about education, and apparently trans-

Muskego Avenue, on the city's south side. For

ferred their son to new schools several times in

most of his youth, Spencer's family remained in

an effort to find a place where he would thrive.

the area close to the steel rolling mills and west of

In 1915, Spencer earned his intermediate

present-day South Shore Park, near the various

diploma from St. Rose's parochial school at

industrial and trucking firms where his father

the corner of Wisconsin Avenue and Thirti-

worked.
Although Tracy probably exaggerated his juvenile
delinquency when he talked to reporters years later,
one aspect of his childhood that he did not have to

eth Street. Legend has it that this was the
boy's fifteenth school.
Program for Tracy's first theatrical
performance.

invent was his indifferent academic record and habitual
Courtesy of Ripon College
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Courtesy of Ripon College

Surrounded by admirers, Tracy walks with Silas Evans, Ripon College president, to receive an honorary degree from his alma mater
onfune 10, 1940.
From the time he entered high

The

school, however, Spencer's life began
to resemble more closely the stories
he would later tell reporters.

In

Tracy's teenage years, the family's
fortunes improved but the boy still
struggled in school.

By 1915, the

family had moved to 4733 Woodlawn Court, just south of Doyne Park
in the prestigious western suburb of
Wauwatosa.
inside

(Now the street lies

Milwaukee's

boundaries.)

Selden West, who is writing a booklength biography of the actor, has
found that Spencer attended no less
than six high schools. He began at
Wauwatosa

High

Spencer briefly attended boarding

Author

school at St. Mary's (near Topeka,

Like Spencer Tracy, DAVID
A.Y.O. CHANG is a native
son of i\/1ilwaul<ee. Academy
Awards are, inowever, unlikely to come his way. Chang is
working as a writer and
researcher while earning his
doctorate in history of the
University of WisconsinMadison. His current projects include a brief history of
African Americans in Wisconsin and a biography
of Herbert Hoover for young readers. Chang is
also writing a dissertation entitled "From Indian
Territory to White Man's Country: Race, Property,
and Citizenship in Oklahoma, 1889-1950."

School in the

Kansas), then transferred to Rockhurst, a Jesuit academy in the city.
The job that had drawn his father
there did not work out, so the family
returned to Milwaukee only six
where

Spencer

enrolled at Marquette

months

later,

Academy

(now Marquette High School). Bill
O'Brien, a boy who also attended
Marquette, became a close friend,
and Bill had a budding interest in
acting.
Spencer was a sophomore at
Marquette Academy when the United States entered World War I. He

autumn of 1915, but over the course of the school year passed

did not even complete the final exams that spring of 1917.

The following fall,

Instead he enlisted in the Navy, with O'Brien following him into

Spencer attended St. John's Cathedral School in Milwaukee.

that branch of the service. But Spencer never even got close to

After one semester, the family moved to Kansas City.

"over there."

only two subjects, English and geography.
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VMA, courtesy of Robert B. Edgers

Spencer Tracy and the Campus Players of Ripon College during their Wisconsin tour
o/"The Truth, December 22, 1921-fanuary 6, 1922. From left to right: Evelyn
Engelbracht, Kenneth Edgers, Loraine Eoat, Spencer B, Tracy, Meta Bohlman;
bottom center: Ethyl Williams.
ing at the Great Lakes Naval Training Center near Waukegan,
Illinois, and then at the naval base at Norfolk, Virginia. Biographers dutifully observe that the man who was to win an Oscar for
his portrayal of a dauntless seaman in Captains Courageous
(1937) never ventured farther to sea than a whalcboat cruise in
the bay.
After the armistice, Spencer returned to Wisconsin to finish
high school, enrolling at Northwestern Military and Naval Academy in Lake Geneva (now St. John's Northwestern Military Academy in Delafield). At the academy, Spencer made a lifelong friend
in roommate Kenneth Edgers. Spencer studied at the academy
only briefly, however, and finished up his course work in February
1921 at Milwaukee's West Division High School (now the Milwaukee High School of the Arts).
Spencer immediately headed to Ripon College, where he
joined his friend Ken Edgers. With the encouragement of drama
professor J. Clark Graham, Spencer tried out for a college dramatic production. He later recalled that he made quite an
entrance at that first big audition—Spencer backed into a pile of
musical instruments off-stage and came on-stage apologizing with
the regular-guy charm that would make him a star: "Gosh, I think
I busted the drum!"
The rest of the audition must have gone better, because the
neophyte actor landed a leading role in The Truth, which was her-

BT

Tracy's Wisconsin roots
go deep
Spencer Tracy had Wisconsin roots going back to the
1850s through his father's
parents, John D. Tracy
(1828-1901) and Mary Guhin
Tracy (1848-1918), both of
whom were born in Ireland.
After immigrating to Vermont
with his family during the Irish
Famine, John D. Tracy made
his way to Wisconsin as a railroad man in 1854, settling with
his first wife, Letitia, at
Mazomanie where he worked
for the Milwaukee Road. After
Courtesy of Ripon College
her death, John married Mary
Tracy as a Ripon student.
Guhin, then was transferred in
1870 to Freeport, Illinois, where Tracy's father was born. The
Guhin family also left the Mazomanie area, moving to Manitowoc County. One of Tracy's aunts, Catherine (1857-1911),
joined the Sinsinawa Dominicans and was prioress of the
convent for three terms before her death in Madison at what
is now Edgewood College. She was Sister Mary Bonaventure, in honor of whom Tracy received his middle name,
Bonaventurre.
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aided as the college's most successful production ever. Tracy had
tremendous natural ability, and wanted to cultivate it in richer soil
than college plays could offer. While touring the Northeast with
the college debate team, he auditioned and was accepted at the
American Academy of Dramatic Arts in New York's Carnegie
Hall. Though Tracy's father had misgivings, he agreed to pay his

r

-^WBSk.*^ -

son's New York tuition if Spencer

i&

contributed his paltry wages from bit

"

parts and the thirty dollars the Navy
still sent him each month.
By the early 1920s John Tracy,
sales manager at the Sterling Truck
Company, h a d succeeded in the

•HKi^^

trucking

"I wouldn't*

^ ^ V ^B?

and his son

Spencer was trying to make it in acting.

have gone to

business

At about the time his parents

moved to a handsome apartment on
fashionable Marietta Avenue close to

school at all

Lake Park in Milwaukee, Spencer
and his old friend Bill O'Brien (who

if there'd been

now called himself Pat) were sharing

any other way of

York, looking for work as actors, liv-

a room in a lodging house in New
ing on pretzels and tapwater when

learning to read they

had to.

Eventually, each of

them would get his big break.

the subtitles

Tracy's debut in feature films was in
John Ford's C/pf/iei^Ver (1930). By

in the films."

the late 1930s, Spencer Tracy and
Pat O'Brien, boyhood friends from

Hollywood's biggest stars.

VMA, courtesy of Robert B. Edgers

spencer Tracy (left) and Kenneth Edgers (right, with washtub)
while vacationing on Pox Island, Puget Sound, Washington,
summer of 1921.

Milwaukee, had emerged as two of
Tracy would continue to remember

Wisconsin fondly. He kept in touch with his friend Ken Edgers;
he returned triumphant to Ripon College in June 1940 to accept
an honorary doctorate; and, perhaps most important, he continued to regale credulous reporters with stories about the tough kid
from a fancy neighborhood who once roamed the mean streets of
Milwaukee.

Tracy and the Oscars
In his thirty-seven years in Hollywood, Spencer Tracy
appeared in fifty-eight movies. He received nine Oscar nominations and won the award twice: for his role in Captains
Courageous (1937) and again for his performance in Soys
Town (1938). He was the first male actor to win the prize in two
consecutive years. The roles for which he was nominated
include

For Further Reading
Several biographies will appeal to readers wlio want to learn more about Spencer Tracy's life
and career. Although most of these works repeat uncritically the stories Tracy told about his youth
in Wisconsin, they do, on the other hand, offer more accurate and quite lively accounts of his years
in Hollywood. Readers would do well to start with James Fisher's biography, Spencer Tracy
(Greenwood, 1994), perhaps the best-researched book on Tracy now in print. Donald Deschner's
The Complete Films of Spencer Tracy (reprinted by Citadel Press in 1990) has long been the standard work on the actor; it contains a brief biography, stills and information on each his films, and
essays by such notables as Ed Sullivan. Christopher P. Andersen's An Affair to Remember (Avon,
1998) offers an account of Tracy's love affair with Katharine Hepburn, the worst-kept secret in
Hollywood. The story is probably more accurately rendered, however, by Garson Kanin in his
Tracy and Hepburn (Viking, 1971), which is out of print but available in many libraries. Readers
who want to understand how Tracy experienced his years in Wisconsin, his family life, and his
successful career should look forward to the upcoming publication of Selden West's biography of
the actor. West (who assisted in the preparation of this article) has had the cooperation of the
Tracy family, Katharine Hepburn, and even access to the actor's diaries, family papers, and studio
files. Her work promises to add new depth to our understanding of Spencer Tracy.

AUTUMN 2000

1. Father Mulligan in San Francisco (1936).
2. Manuel in Captains Courageous (1937).
3. Father Flanagan in Soys Town (1938).
4. Stanley Banks in Father of the Bride (1950).
5. John J. MacCreedy in Bad Day at Black Rock (1955).
6. The Old Man in The Old Man and the Sea (1958).
7. Henry Drummond in Inherit the Wind (1960).
8. Judge Dan Hayward in Judgment at Nuremberg (1961).
9. Matt Drayton in Guess Who's Coming to D/nner (1967).
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The virus that
shut down
the state

National Archives 'eS-WW-aegB-?
New York City policeman wearing a flu-prevention mask at the
height of the epidemic. Prevention measures like these were commonplace around the country, not just in New York.

^

n December 1918, the State Board of
Health declared that the "Spanish flu" epidemic that had just swept the state would
"forever be remembered as the most disastrous calamity that has ever been visited
upon the people of Wisconsin or any of the
other states.'" Eighty years later, the terror
a n d devastation w r o u g h t by the tiny
influenza virus still ranks it as one of the
most terrible tragedies in the state's history.
Even by modern standards, the scope of the
epidemic remains staggering. Between September and the end of December 1918,
influenza and related pneumonia debilitated almost 103,000 Wisconsin residents and
killed 8,459—approximately 7,500 more
fatalities t h a n would be expected from
those causes in a normal year.^ To gauge
the magnitude of the crisis, consider that
more Wisconsin residents died during the
six months of the influenza epidemic than
were killed in World War I, the Korean
War, and the Vietnam conflict combined."^
Only the Civil War (1861-1865) and World
War II (1941 — 1945) claimed more Wisconsin lives.
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J
I All persons, except physicians, nurses and clergymen who are
|in attendance, a r e hereby cautioned not to enter or leave thi§_
[house without permission from the Commissioner of Health. ™
This Placard is posted by order of the Commissioner of Health
of the City of Milwaukee, and can be removed only by his order;
iif removed otherwise, occupant of house must report to the
iHealth Office within 24 hours.
Courtesy of the Milwaukee City Health Department

Placard issued by Milwaukee authorities to be posted in windows or tacked alongside
doorways warning of contagion. They were used for other diseases as well.
The influenza epidemic was, of course,
not simply a Wisconsin tragedy but a
global pandemic that killed more than 20
million people worldwide during the summer and fall of 1918, more than the total
number of soldiers who died in four years
of unremitting slaughter during World
War I. Everywhere, the disease's arrival
disrupted the routine of daily life and
exacted a heavy h u m a n toll, leaving in its
wake an unforgettable trail of death and
destruction. O n e might assume that the
scale and scope of the terrible tragedy
would have secured the Spanish flu a
somber but prominent place in the historical consciousness of all people unfortunate
enough to have felt its fury.
Surprisingly, however, the influenza epidemic lacks a place in the collective memo-

No great ship sank,
no armies clashed,
no conflagration
consumed a community.The flu spread
m S t d l O U S l V

local disasters, such as the Peshtigo Fire of 1871 or the sinking of

2000

m C a n S

of ordinary coughs
and sneezes, borne
through communities
along the channels
of human contact.

ry of Wisconsin similar to other notable

AUTUMN
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Fitzgerald in 1975,

or even such national tragedies
as the Great Depression or the
Civil War. In part, this can be
attributed to the elusive nature of
the disease and the way it slowly
and quietly spread across the
Wisconsin landscape. No great
ship sank, no armies clashed, no
conflagration consumed a community. Instead, the flu spread
insidiously by means of ordinary
coughs

and

sneezes,

borne

through communities along the
channels

of

human

contact,

sending both young a n d

old

retreating to their beds. At the
time, no one even knew exactly
what caused the disease—the
influenza virus would not be

viewed under an electron microscope for another fifteen years—nor
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UW-Madison Archives (M51) 467

Student Army Training Corps members on the University of Wisconsin campus in
Madison, awaiting induction, October 1, 1918, less than a week before the flu
claimed its first victim from their ranks.
how it spread, nor if it could be stopped. Exhausted and bedridden, its victims lay delirious while a microscopic battle raged
between their immune system and the virus. Once it passed, the
fortunate ones returned to their daily lives to find that scores of
their friends and neighbors had perished, many in the prime of
their lives, stricken with a randomness that only added to the
mystery of the disease. Rather than a presence, the epidemic was
characterized by an absence—first as entire communities
retreated to their beds, afterward when many people failed to
return.
Moreover, the disease struck Wisconsin about six weeks
before World War I ended on November 11, 1918, when
newspapers were dominated by the rapid, victorious advance
of Allied armies into Germany and by Liberty Loan drives at
home, events that displaced other less dramatic news. There
was little drama to the flu epidemic, particularly in its opening
stages. The flu was silent, stealthy, invisible. It lacked the color
of wartime exploits or the intrigue of diplomatic machinations.
Other than reporting the number of sick or dead, new regula-

tions, obituaries, or the speculations of overwhelmed health
officers, there was little the newspaper could say about the crisis. Compared to the war, the epidemic lacked neat objectives,
glamorous heroes, or odious villains. Its competition with the
war for public attention probably contributed to its faint presence in the popular memory.
Yet the great epidemic is worth remembering, not only for
the terrible swath it cut through Wisconsin but also because the
crisis it engendered permits unique insights into the nature of
government, citizenship, civic life, and public health at the
beginning of the twentieth century. A state-level study is particularly apt. Wisconsin was the only state in the nation to meet
the crisis with uniform, statewide measures that were unusual
both for their aggressiveness and the public's willingness to
comply with them. Undoubtedly, those measures helped
reduce the loss of life from the disease. The states of the Upper
Midwest proved most successful at preventing flu deaths, and
though Wisconsin experienced a higher mortality rate than
some other states in the region such as Michigan, Minnesota,
AUTUMN
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Influenza deaths per county, 1918

still

emerged from the epi-

The four communities discussed in the article—Milwaukee, Madison, Wausau, and Waupaca—are located on
the map with dots. Data are from the State Board of
Health, Annual Repott, 1919-1920, including the
report for the Bureau of Vital Statistics for
1918-1919, p. 57.

demic with one of the
lowest death rates in the
nation: 2.91 per thousand, compared with a

Force.'' It seems likely
that

those

American

servicemen carried that
mild form of the flu
with t h e m to Europe,
where they shared it

national average of 4.39

with their French and

per thousand.*

British allies as well as
their G e r m a n foes.

While many factors

As the theory goes,

may have favored Midwestern states, such as

sometime

after

the

low population densi-

infected

American

ties and the flu's rela-

troops reached Europe

tively late arrival in the

the microbes

region, civic and gov-

into their more deadly

mutated

ernment action played

and virulent state. T h e

a critical role in com-

new, more lethal virus
raged throughout con-

bating the disease. N o
state

was

prepared

adequately

for an

epi-

but

Wisconsin

proved better prepared
than most because of
the state leaders' foresight in making public

spring

of flu deaths In the county.

Category 1;

demic of such proportions,

tinental Europe in the

The numbers with county
names Indicate the number

0 - 2 0 deaths per 10,000
\OZAUKEE

Category 2:

43/

2 0 - 3 0 deaths p e r l 0,000

M

JEFFERSON

3 0 - 4 0 deaths per 10,000

80
MILWAUKEE
,292

Category 4;
4 0 - 5 0 deaths per 10,000

RACINE
GREEN

ROCK

WALWORTH

69

248

58

Graphic/Kenneth A. Miller

extensive

thousands of lives and relieved untold suffering. T h e swift and
effective campaign against influenza in Wisconsin reflected
merely the latest fruits of a forty-year effort to improve the
overall quality of life by protecting citizens from the scourge of
infectious disease.

"Spanish

influenza"

did not censor its newspapers' coverage, thus
providing the rest of the
world

with

the

first

news of the epidemic.

infrastructure,

combined with the public's willingness to join the fight, saved

295
—'KENOSHA

247

health a policy priority.
health

It

neutral country, Spain

WAUKESHA

94

5 0 - 6 0 deaths per 10,000

Wisconsin's

1918.

probably because, as a

Category 3:

Category 5:

of

became known as the

By late spring, cases h a d appeared in Scotland a n d England.
By August the new form of the virus had reached India, Southeast Asia, J a p a n , China, the Caribbean, and Central and
South America, often progressing along major international
trade routes.
Those infected by the new virus at first experienced an illness

T o this day, the origin of the epidemic remains obscure, but

that resembled the common winter flu (or what many contem-

one theory suggests that the disease first emerged with a milder

poraries termed "the grippe"), a winter ailment characterized by

virus that subsequently mutated into a different, more lethal

chills, fever, sore throat, headache, dizziness, muscle pain, watery

form. T h e less deadly strain of the flu may have m a d e its first

eyes, general lethargy, and a short, dry cough. These symptoms

appearance at a military base in Fort Riley, Kansas, in the

generally dissipated after two or three days, though the cough

days following a violent dust storm on M a r c h 10, 1918. As the

and a general malaise might finger for another week or two.

dust settled, soldiers began reporting to the base hospital with

What made the 1918 strain of influenza different, and deadly,

body aches, lethargy, coughing, and high fevers. By noon, 107

were its rapid onset and dire complications. Common flu was

soldiers had been admitted. Within five weeks, the disease had

ordinarily foreshadowed by symptoms and set in gradually. In

spread through the nation's armed services, incapacitating

1918, the flu spread rapidly and often incapacitated its victims

1,127 soldiers and sailors and killing forty-six. But most of the

without warning. People in apparent good health would sudden-

afflicted soon recovered, resumed their military training, and

ly collapse with the flu; some died within hours. Furthermore, 20

then departed for France to join the American Expeditionary

percent of infected individuals—mostly those who resumed nor-
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mal activities before the disease had fully passed—developed

4,500 cases and 100 deaths, and C a m p Grant in Rockford,

pneumonia. Up to half of those who caught pneumonia devel-

Ilfinois^'ust twenty miles from the Wisconsin border—had

oped heliotrope cyanosis—a condition that filled victims' lungs

400 sick soldiers.''

with a thick blackish liquid, turned their skin bluish-black, and

During the week of September 28, 1918, one of the first

usually proved fatal within forty-eight hours. While the common

cases of influenza in Wisconsin appeared when two sailors

flu often caused fatalities among the very old or the very young,

from the Great Lakes Naval Training Station fell ill while vis-

the influenza epidemic of 1918 paradoxically took its most severe

iting Milwaukee. 10 U p o n realizing that the two had the flu, the

toll on those between the ages of twenty-five and forty—men and

city health department immediately conducted a telegram

women in their physical prime.'' There was no cure for the Span-

canvass of the city's physicians, who reported only ninety-eight

ish flu, and the only effective treatment was two weeks of undis-

patients with b a d colds or flu. T h e health department request-

turbed bed rest.

ed physicians to report any new influenza cases immediately.

Worst of all, perhaps, the disease was highly contagious. It

Six cases were reported on September 26, twenty-four on Sep-

could be spread by contact with sick individuals, but influenza

tember 27, sixty-two on September 28, and ninety-seven on

was also an airborne virus. It was borne from place to place

September 30. O n October 2, 1918, a two-day decline in the

within the respiratory systems of infected individuals who filled

n u m b e r of cases was followed by the first four influenza

the air with the virus each time they coughed or sneezed.

deaths. Five days later, 256 new cases were reported, together

Unsuspecting bystanders inhaled the virus into their lungs

with nine additional deaths. T h e flu then ripped through Mil-

where it multiplied and attacked them. If not exposed to sunlight, the virus could remain alive and airborne for hours, gently drifting through enclosed spaces on air currents or through
ventilation systems. A single sick person could contaminate
everyone in an enclosed building or railroad car and leave the
virus behind to infect even more after departing.' Large,
indoor public gatherings posed the greatest danger with the
potential to infect hundreds or thousands, of people at a
time. As fall turned into winter, the disease had even
more favorable conditions for spreading, since people spent greater amounts of time indoors and
closed their windows against the cold.
T h o u g h the milder predecessor of the influenza virus may have originated in the American
Midwest, inexplicably North America was one of
the last areas to be hit by the later and more
deadly form of the Spanish flu virus. T h e disease
probably traveled from Europe to the United
States with returning American servicemen. O n
September 14, 1918, Boston reported the first
case of the Spanish fin in the United States.
Within a week cases appeared in other American cities with naval bases: Baltimore, San Francisco, Chicago, Mobile, and New Orleans.^ By
the third week in September, the Great Lakes
Naval Training Station near Chicago reported
The first person to die of flu in Madison was
Arthur Ness (left), a University of Wisconsin
student from Cumberland, with an unidentified
high school friend c. 1917.
Courtesy of Marvin Ness
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either military or university officials intentionally tried to
waukee, infecting hundreds of people each day, peaking on
October 22 with 588 new cases. After a brief lufl in early deceive the public. Rather, since the early stages of influenza
November, the disease returned and infected thousandsmore were virtually indistinguishable from a bad cold, both had probMilwaukee residents before it finally trailed off in late Decem- ably hoped for the best until the telltale blue-black corpses
removed any doubt about the crisis they faced.
ber. "
Influenza appeared in the Wisconsin communities and in the
About the same time, other communities in southern Wisconsin reported outbreaks. Madison had its first cases in early Lake Michigan port cities, then radiated along railway routes
and highways. Madison's first death
October. The flu began on the Uni(October 9, 1918) occurred a full
versity of Wisconsin campus among
week after Milwaukee's first death;
participants in the military-run StuSTEVEN BURG is an
communities in the central and
dent Army Training Corps (SATC).
Assistant Professor of Histonorthern portions of the state often
Because the epidemic first appeared
ry at Shippensburg Universidid not discover their first cases of
on military bases, it was natural that
ty of Pennsylvania. He
influenza until the second or third
Madisonians would assume that the
received tiis B.A. from Colgate University and his M.A.
week of October. Meanwhile, they
SATC students might pose an
and Ph.D. from the Universimerely waited and watched as the
influenza risk. Rumors of Spanish
ty of Wisconsin-IVIadison.
disease approached, creeping slowly
flu on campus began when SATC
From 1994 through 1999, he
across the landscape, leveHng thouofficials removed 322 engineers
also worl<ed as a researcher
sands as it passed. Lacking any
from a temporary barracks at the
in the State Historical Society of Wisconsin's Divimeans of stopping the disease, WisUniversity Club in order to use their
sion of Public History.
consin's cities and towns bubbled
beds for an expanded infirmary,
with both fear and optimism, fearful
claiming they would need those
beds to treat normally occurring maladies among the 4,000 of the disease's imminent appearance but hoping that somehow
SATC students.'^ The creation of the infirmary alone may not their community might be spared. Inevitably, hope gave way to
have caused concern, but when ambulances with masked driv- despair as the Spanish Lady made her presence known.

The Author

ers and orderlies were seen transporting scores of sick young
men to the hospital, people concluded that influenza had
struck.''^ As rumors circulated, university, military, and city officials united in denying the presence of the Spanish fiu. Dean
Charles Bardeen of the University of Wisconsin Medical School
explained that the 150 people had been removed to the University Club as a precautionary measure, and that most of the
patients were merely suffering from bad colds. In an open letter
to the university's acting president, Edward A. Birge, Bardeen
noted that "when college opens in the fall, we always have had
a number of grippy colds among the students."'* Major E. W.
McCaskey, commandant of the SATC, joined Bardeen,
announcing, "We absolutely repudiate statements or rumors to
the effect that there is a Spanish influenza epidemic in the
SATC at the University."'-' To calm the public, Bardeen issued
a statement on October 8 predicting a steady decline in the
number of cases and an improvement in the overall situation.
He proudly declared, "There have not only been no deaths
here, but there have been no students ill enough to make the
medical staff even fear death."'*' The following day, Arthur
Ness—an SATC member and University of Wisconsin student—died at St. Mary's Hospital. He showed the unmistakable
signs of influenza-related pneumonia.' *" It seems unlikely that
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Consider, for example, the epidemic's progress from the
perspective of residents of rural Waupaca, the county seat of
Waupaca County, midway between Applcton and Stevens
Point. For weeks residents had read about the flu in the newspaper, first as it hit military bases, then as it spread into the
nation's cities. It is not hard to imagine that at first the epidemic appeared as something removed from east-central Wisconsin, a vague and distant threat confined to military bases
and metropolitan areas. But before long, the threat loomed
closer to home. In early October, Waupaca civilians recruited
to work in the military factories of Milwaukee, Racine, and
Kenosha, the so-called "honor men," were told not to leave
Waupaca County because of the seriousness of the epidemic in
southern Wisconsin. About the same time, the newspapers
began running obituaries of local boys who had left for war
work or military service and then died from influenza. The
first came on October 3, 1918, when Wallie Edward Barwell
of Waupaca, age twenty, died in Racine. A week later, the
paper carried four obituaries of local servicemen struck down
by the flu: Fred H. Brown of SaxeviUe and Robert Huggins of
Almond, both stationed at the Great Lakes Naval Training
Station, and two brothers, Rheinold and Leo Ferg of Symco,
stationed in Racine."*
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SCHOOLS CLOSED TO STOP FLU
SHSW Library P71-2152

Banner headline in the Milwaukee Journal, December 10, 1918. The ban extended to all public gatherings.
During the second week of October, just as

statewide quarantines unilaterally in times of

the fall potato harvest hit full swing in that

public health emergencies as well as to issue

region of Wisconsin, influenza tore through

"rules and regulations for the protection of the

Waupaca. O n e doctor alone reported twenty-

pubfic health."2-^ Because the full board con-

two cases in seven days.'^ Locals nonetheless

vened only twice a year, this meant that one

remained hopeful that they might dodge the

person—the state health officer—possessed the

worst of the epidemic. T h e editor of the Wau-

authority to issue statewide health orders in

paca County Post encouraged his readers to

times of crisis.

use positive thinking to beat the flu. H e

In 1883, the state had also required that

reminded the city's residents of their good for-

every town, village, and city in the state create

tune, noting that "few cases have appeared

a local board of health and appoint a public

here, none yet fatal" and predicting that it was

health officer. As a result, 1,685 local boards of

"very probable" the city would escape the epi-

health existed when the flu epidemic erupted.2*

demic.^'^ About the time he was writing that
editorial, fourteen-year-old

Grace

Larson

caught a cold while picking potatoes with her

WHi(X3) 14825

Cornelius Harper, state health
officer.

While some pubfic health officers lacked experience, administrative skills, or even medical
expertise, at the very least they ensured that

sister. Following a quick recovery, she suddenly fell ill with

every community had a lo^al agent who could serve as a liaison

pneumonia and died at her home on the evening of Tuesday,

between the State Board of Health and local governments, and

October 15, 1918. She was the city's first flu casualty.^'

who was responsible for the local enforcement of health regula-

As events in Milwaukee, Madison, and Waupaca help illus-

tions. Fortunately, many of these local health officers brought

trate, the flu arrived in each community under different cir-

some knowledge and skills to the position. Many had dealt with

cumstances, and the timing, duration, and sc\'erity of the

infectious diseases such as scarlet fever, diphtheria, smallpox,

onslaught varied from town to town and region to region. But

cholera, and typhoid; others had learned basic public health

in each case it was a death from pneumonia exhibiting the dis-

procedures through state-sponsored workshops and publica-

tinct symptoms of heliotrope cyanosis that removed any doubt

tions. This cadre of local health officers enabled communities

that the flu had struck—and no county in Wisconsin complete-

throughout the state to mobilize independently against the flu.

ly escaped the disease's fury.

State Health Officer Dr. Cornelius A. Harper took full

Yet Wisconsin did not flinch in the face of the epidemic.

advantage of the state's public health infrastructure when the

Indeed, the state responded with one of the most comprehen-

infiuenza threat loomed. He was a Madison physician whom

sive anti-influenza programs in the nation, one made possible

Governor Robert M. La Follette appointed to the board in

by the existence of a strong state public health board and a well-

1902, and he strongly favored an activist role for government in

coordinated statewide public health network, some forty years

improving public health, working tirelessly for more stringent

in the making. O n M a r c h 31, 1876, the Wisconsin legislature

regulations and improved public support for education and

had created the State Board of Health, a seven-physician panel

health services.^' Even before the influenza epidemic hit, Harp-

responsible for "general supervision of the interest of the health

er called for a statewide educational campaign aimed at inform-

and life of the citizens of the state," making Wisconsin the tenth

ing the public that anyone with a severe cold should stay at

state in the nation with such a board, the first haxang been put

home and away from public gatherings. H e hoped public coop-

in place in 1869 by Massachusetts.^^ T h e legislature also grant-

eration would be forthcoming because of the severity of the

ed the board unusually broad powers, allowing it to impose

crisis; but he also encouraged local governments to consider

^
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more aggressive measures to shape public behavior. As he

health "to immediately close all schools, theaters, moving pic-

observed in a widely distributed pamphlet, "If public sentiment

ture houses, other places of amusement and pubfic gatherings

is sufficiently strong to support this program, people who have

for an indefinite period of time. "2' Within a day, virtually every

influenza or a severe cold will remain home voluntarily. If they

local government in Wisconsin had cooperated and put the

do not, it may be necessary in some localities for the local board

order into effect. T h e Board of Health fully realized the magni-

of health to provide for the isolation of such persons and if nec-

tude of the step it had taken. In its buUetin the following month,

essary, provide for the placarding of the premises." (Health offi-

it noted: "Never before in the history of the state has it become

cials commonly placed placards on the outside doors where

necessary to close schools, churches, theaters, saloons; in fact,

infected individuals lived, thus enforcing and publicizing quar-

everything except factories, offices, and places of regular

antines of contagious diseases.)

The

board

also

urged citizens voluntarily
to avoid "theaters, mass
meetings,

closed

employment.
mSimSiS^i^mmmSSS^SSl^

"28

From a modern

Doings oi the Duffs By AUman

per-

spective, it seems unthinkable that a single appointed

and

bureaucrat would possess

crowded cars a n d close

the independent authority

contact with other persons,

to issue a binding statewide

especially those who ap-

order that shut down all

pear to have severe colds"

pubfic activities across the

and to refrain from sharing

state. Yet at least three fac-

objects used by sick people.

tors made the climate of

Teachers were instructed to

1918 different than that of

send sick pupils home and

today. First, by October

to report any illness imme-

10,

Wisconsin

diately to the local pubfic

had

been

health officer. T h e board

progress of the epidemic

also recommended against

for at least a month as it

public viewing of corpses at

ravaged military bases and

flu-victims' funerals or the

states to the south and east.

residents

following

the

holding of wakes in the

By the end of September,

homes where they had faU-

more than 1,000 residents

en iU. Sanctions were issued

of Boston had already per-

against public

coughing,

ished from influenza; by

public spitting laws were to

early October hundreds of

be strictly enforced, a n d

thousands of Philadelphia

kissing was discouraged as

residents

a

dying. ^•'

potentially

dangerous

activity.^'^

sinites

O n October 10, 1918,
the deteriorating situation
statewide led Dr. Harper to

SHSW Library P74-6002

Walter P. Allman's syndicated cartoon for October 25, 1918, as it
appeared in ^^e Wausau Record-Herald, playing on the popular
"in flew Enza" pun.

lay

sick

Most

or

Wiscon-

probably

knew

enough about the disease
to

support

measures

thwarting it. Second, the

take the more drastic step of ordering aU public institutions

preparations against the flu melded into the larger public mobi-

closed. This followed a recommendation issued by U.S. Sur-

lization in support of the war effort. Dr. Harper's closing order

geon General Dr. Rupert Blue suggesting that public health

merely extended the demands for sacrifice and cooperation that

officers might consider closing public institutions should local

animated a general wartime spirit. As one editor noted, " H a d

conditions warrant such action; but nowhere except in Wiscon-

this country been at peace . . . it is likely that the present epi-

sin was such an order issued statewide or in such a comprehen-

demic would not have excited so much attention and it is cer-

sive fashion. After conferring with Governor Emanuel Philipp,

tain that no such vigorous effort would have been m a d e to

Dr. Harper issued a statewide advisory, ordering all boards of

combat it."'" Finally, the epidemic struck on the heels of the
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National Archives 165-WW-269-B-3

Masked Red Cross attendants in St. Louis removing the body of a flu victim, a
common scene in cities around the country.
Progressive Era, a time in American life—and nowhere more so

many local health officers interpreted his telegram to mean that

than in Wisconsin—when the faith in the power of government

the timing and extent of the order's enforcement were left to

and experts for improving the quality of civic life stood at an all-

their discretion.

time high.

T h e confusion had its most dire consequences in Wausau.

This is not to say that there was absolute compliance. In the

When the Wausau board of health decided to keep the city's

first few days after his order went out. Harper spent much of his

schools open for a week, a member of the area draft board and

time instructing local officials by telephone and telegraph to

one of the city's most prominent citizens and politicians, Walter

enforce it, particularly in the central and northern parts of the

B. Hcineman, telephoned Dr. Harper to complain that city offi-

state where the flu had not yet struck.'^' In the exact center of the

cials were jeopardizing the draft board's abifity to muster its

state, for example, Wausau delayed closing its schools for sever-

quota of recruits.-^2 Dr. Harper told Hcineman to tell the

al days because local officials did not realize that the order was

Wausau board of health it should close the schools immediately,

mandatory. The confusion stemmed from the poor wording of

a message Heineman relayed by telephone to the mayor, J o h n

the telegram Harper had sent to local health officers, which

Sell. The next day, Heineman wrote a letter to the mayor that

included the phrase, "Order issued as an advisory order. Local

was published in the newspaper summarizing his conversation

boards of health to use own judgment in closings." In fact. Harp-

with Dr. Harper. According to Heineman, Dr. Harper said that

er wanted the closing order to be enforced universally and

Wausau was the only city in the state not to follow the order,

immediately; but he also wanted to give local officials some lat-

that it must close its schools, that he would quarantine the entire

itude in how they went about implementing it. Unfortunately,

city if it did not, and that "failure to comply with it [the closing

m
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order] would lay any community open to criticism as being pro-

riages performed in the churches, with a low Mass, provided

German."-^^ Wausau officials were deeply offended at having

only near relatives of the parties be present."

their patriotism thus impugned. A series of phone calls did little

Priests could hear confession and give holy communion, and

to improve matters, so Harper finally decided to invite the

individuals could offer private prayers in the churches "provid-

Wausau officials to Madison for a face-to-face

ed no large numbers of people arc present at any given time."

Before

the

meeting

could

occur, however, the epidemic
hit

Wausau,

forcing

local

health officials to direct their
energies to the more urgent
matters of caring for the sick
and dying. Unfortunately, the
misunderstanding h a d

discussion.

kept

However,

mingfing of the sick and well
the city experienced a large
number of cases aU at once.
Dr. Harper, who continued to
protest that he was guilty of
nothing worse than miscommunication, conceded that the
flu

onslaught

in

Wausau

"became one of the most difficult problems of any community in the state."^*
A more defiberate form of
opposition to the closing order

DR. RUHLAND'S

Cathofic schools closed when
ordered by local officials.'"' St.
Rose, and every other church

JtviJI il <t3 For the Prevention
of I N F L U E N Z A

in

the wisdom of closing churches in a time of crisis. Virtually

Father J .

M.

Naughtin of St. Rose Church

thereupon

Archbishop Messmer's acWalk to work if possible.
Avoid persons who cougfi or sneeze.
Stiouki you cougfi or snec/e, co\'er no.sc and moutii witfi
a fiandkcrcfiief.
Wash your hands lieforc ciiting.
Get pk-nty of fresh air, nighr and day.
Do not use a common towel—it spreads disease.
Keep out of crowded places.
Eat good, plain food, plenty of it.
Sleep is necessary to well-being—avoid over-exertion.
Keep away from houses where there are influeit/a c.iscs.
If sick, no matter how slightly, see a physician.
If vou ha\e hail influen/.ii, sta> in bed until your d(
sa>s >ou can safely get up.
Worry is harmful—keep your mind at ease.
GEORGE C. RIJHLAND, .M. D.,
Commissioner of I lealth,
Milwaukee, \^ i.s.

tions

did

not

completely

silence opposition to the closing of churches. For example,
an editorial in
Catholic

Citizen

Milwaukee's
questioned

placing churches "on a par
with theaters, moving pictures,
and dance hafis, saloons and
the like" and declared that the
"closing of houses of worship is
practical

apostasy."-^'

The

Reverend H. C. Hengell, rector of St. Paul's University
Chapel in Madison, emerged
as an equally vocal critic. H e

Make the Abve Set of Rides Your Catediisni of Caution
This k Your Fight!

Do Your Part!

declared that the closing order
exceeded "Prussian

j

bureau-

cracy at its worst"—strong
words indeed when wartime

nation closed, though at least
priest.

diocese,

epidemic.

all churches of every denomione

the

closed for the duration of the

came from a handful of religious leaders who questioned

confirmations

would be postponed and all

the closing order from being
enforced, and as a result of the

all

SHSW Library P71-2152

A public health advertisement from the Milwaukee Journal,
December 11, 1918.

anti-German sentiments were
at their height. HengeU also
befieved that the order would

in Racine, refused to close the church even amid demands from

do "irreparable harm to refigion" and that its enforcement rep-

concerned local residents and the State Board of Health. Dr.

resented "the crying sin of the age."^^

Harper eventually raised the issue with Archbishop Sebastian

Yet overall, opposition to the closing order was rare, and

Messmer of Milwaukee, who assured him, "Doctor, that church

deliberate refusals to enact its provisions were even rarer.

will be closed. "^^ T h e archbishop then issued a letter to aU cler-

Overwhelmingly, the people and institutions of Wisconsin

gy in the archdiocese conceding that closing their churches

observed the regulations, and many went even further by

would be "a great religious sacrifice upon the Catholic people"

mobilizing their own local eflbrts to educate the pubfic about

but that under the circumstances "we must obey the order." H e

the disease and to assist the afflicted. Perhaps the most impres-

then decreed: "Hence, until the order is recalled, there will be

sive effort took place in Milwaukee, the city that posed the

no public services in our churches, Sundays or weekdays. T h e

greatest health risk with its large population: 373,857 people in

main doors of our churches will be locked. Bells may not be

the city proper and another 59,330 in the surrounding count)',

rung except for the Angelus, but funerals may be held and mar-

representing fully one-fifth of the state's population, and dense-
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ly packed at an average of 1,899 persons per square mile.''^

printed and posted cards in all their cars admonishing the pub-

Elsewhere, the flu had proved particularly fierce and deadly in

lic: "Don't cough, don't sneeze, don't spit; use your handker-

just such compact urban environments. T h e course of the epi-

chief." Several large employers printed a n d

demic in Milwaukee would be a significant factor in determin-

influenza information

ing how the state would fare.

schools closed, the city's teachers selflessly conducted a house-

distributed

to their employees. And with the

In fact, Milwaukee proved to be one of the best prepared

to-house canvass to visit the sick and count the n u m b e r of

cities in America for meeting a major public health crisis.

influenza cases. T h e canvass risked exposing teachers to the

Since the mid-nineteenth century, municipal reformers had

virus, but more importantly, it helped spread information a n d
enabled the health department to moni-

pressed for government action to address
problems such as smallpox, tainted milk,
and uncollected refuse, and by 1918 the
city had established an efficient health
d e p a r t m e n t , a multi-partisan

political

coalition supporting pubfic health work,
and a strong civic commitment to such
initiatives. Leading the battle against the
Spanish flu was City Health Commissioner George C. Ruhland, a consensus-building public servant whose

thoughtful

approach and skillful leadership won the
full backing of both government and business leaders, and of the Socialist mayor,
Daniel M . H o a n . Indicative of Ruhland's

In many homes,
overworked, exhausted
mothers were struggling
to care for multiple sick
children; in others, not
one adult was fit to
cook, clean, or tend the
sick and dying

political skills was his swift appointment

tor closely the state of the epidemic."
Like the rest of the state, Milwaukee
faced a shortage of hospital beds a n d
medical personnel, a crisis compounded
by the large numbers of doctors and nurses who were serving in the armed forces.
Those who remained worked long hours
and

treated

enormous

numbers

of

patients, aided predominantly by women
volunteers and civic groups who helped
establish emergency medical facilities and
who provided volunteer labor. T h e city
secured two large private residences and
the city auditorium as emergency hospitals; these were outfitted as hospitals by

of a four-man advisory committee to oversee the anti-influen-

the members of the Citizens' Bureau of Municipal Efficiency.

za campaign. H e appointed two medical doctors, Louis F. J c r -

T o free up the county health nurses to help flu victims at the

main and Hoyt E. Dearholt, and two prominent businessmen,

emergency hospitals, the student nurses and instructors of the

Col. Otto H . Falk and Carl Herzfeld, a balance that helped

Wisconsin Anti-Tuberculosis Association took over their day-

bolster his credibility a m o n g the public and the business com-

to-day duties. A large n u m b e r of volunteer Red Cross nurses'

munity. W h e n Ruhland approached the Milwaukee city coun-

aides joined the public health nurses at the hospitals, as did

cil for financial support, the council held a special meeting as

many school nurses, volunteers from the Wisconsin State

soon as legally possible and granted him $15,000, an amount

Guard, and ten sailors from the Great Lakes Naval Training

promptly matched by the county board.""^

Station. Young women from wealthy families who owned

This broad-based support a m o n g business leaders, local

automobiles volunteered as ambulance drivers with the Red

governments, and the public enabled Milwaukee to m o u n t an

Cross motor corps. Their responsibilities proved particularly

extensive education program. Early in the campaign, health

arduous, including "driving the ambulances from early morn-

department officials met with the city's newspaper editors, all

ing until way after midnight on some occasions" a n d "carry-

of w h o m agreed to help by not publishing stories that might

ing patients rolled u p in blankets down narrow stairs where the

create a panic and by printing educational stories and editori-

stretchers cannot be used." These citizen volunteers provided

als urging compliance with the influenza campaign. T h e city's

resources that allowed Milwaukee health officials to manage

health department complemented the newspaper coverage by

the crisis far better than would have been possible with only

producing informational posters, placards, and pamphlets that

health professionals and their limited staff. Undoubtedly they

the Boy Scouts distributed around the city. An casy-to-read,

saved thousands of lives.

four-page leaflet created by the health department was print-

Cities elsewhere in Wisconsin mobilized for the crisis on a

ed in English and several foreign languages (almost certainly

smaller scale but with equal vigor. In Wausau, medical person-

including G e r m a n and Polish) and circulated a m o n g the city's

nel, government officers, and civic organizations joined forces to

large immigrant communities. N u m e r o u s businesses also

meet the city's particularly fierce outbreak. As soon as the flu

focused on influenza education. T h e streetcar companies

struck, representatives of the public schools, the Boy Scouts, the
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meeting to coordinate
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hand. T h e Curtis a n d

crisis.^2

group

Yale C o m p a n y tried
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to stop the spread of
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The

also
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among

a
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census

of

disease

influenza

cases

to

employees by issuing

its

idendfy the sick and to

t h e m gauze

monitor the disease's

a n d the Employers

progress.*''

Mutual

women

Seventy

Liability

Insurance

volunteers
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masks,

its

company
customers

began

touring

the

homes

of the

city,

placards for display

whisked about in the

in their homes or fac-

automobiles

of the

tories:

Woman's

Motor

each

"Cover
cough

up
and

Squad, distributing

sneeze; if you don't

health

you'll

literature,

recording the number

^lilwawh*««( H «

and condition of sick
persons, and noting
whether they needed
assistance. They soon

spread

dis-

case!"*5

l.#rt»r#r«.
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Anti-Tuberculosis Association staff members and students in the association's public
health class on their rounds in Milwaukee in October 1918, demonstrating how to
make flu-prevention masks. Milwaukee Journal, October 17, 1918. •

Even with such a
community

effort,

the severity of conditions in Wausau led

discovered that the epidemic was taking a heavy toll on domestic

the Red Cross to request additional assistance from the State

life. In many homes, overworked, exhausted mothers were strug-

Board of Health. O n N o v e m b e r 5, 1918, the Board of Health

gling to care for multiple sick children; in others, not one adult

sent L. E. Blackmer of the University of Wisconsin Extension

was fit to cook, clean, or tend the sick and dying. In response, the

to take charge of the effort there. H e immediately addressed a

woman's committee of the Wausau Defense Council and the

meeting of ward chairmen of the County Council of Defense

Federated Charities began recruiting volunteers to aid sick fami-

describing how citizens could assist the city's physicians. H e

lies and assist overtaxed mothers with household chores. Several

also established a system of card files for monitoring the

of the young women who volunteered in the homes of the sick

progress of all known cases a n d for ranking their severity.

took time off from their jobs, including about a dozen volunteers

Local officials granted him full authority to adopt any meas-

from the Girls' Training Corps who explained to their employers

ures he believed would help combat the disease.*'' T h e

that their anti-influenza labor contributed to the war effort. In

Wausau example provides a useful illustration of h o w state

just this manner, many Wisconsin residents seem to have envi-

and local government joined forces to counter the flu. In most

sioned their efforts as a natural extension of the wartime home-

cases, the State Board of Health p r o \ i d e d local authorities

front mobilization."

with guidance a n d technical information; but in a few extreme

Other groups also aided the Wausau effort. T h e Ladies'

cases, the state sent experienced public health professionals to

Literary Society sewed gauze masks for public health workers;

work directly with local officials. T h e small staff' of the State

the Red Cross H o m e service recruited young women to work

Board of Health m a d e such interventions rare, but they make

as volunteer nurses; the Woman's Benefit Association of the

clear that Wisconsin's response to the epidemic truly was a

Lady Maccabees printed a n d distributed informational cards.

joint state and local effort.

The domestic science teachers of the public schools a n d the
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were of course far less likely to
was our sister's funeral, stripped
have the political or civic infrato the one absolute essential:
structure to mount formal antiburial."«
influenza campaigns. Instead,
In the countryside, the shortmost local governments enage of doctors and nurses meant
forced the closing order, then
that medical care was even
relied on local doctors, nurses,
scarcer, and that assistance
hospitals, and clinics to care for
came primarily from families,
To regain health and strength
the sick, a response that often
friends, and neighbors. As farm
proved inadequate because of
family members fell iU, those
the shortage of health profeswho remained healthy found
U
I
L
D
up
vour
Wooii
and
hody
\vtth
Oude's
sionals and the great distances
themselves faced with the enorPepto-Mangan.
The germs ot Spam^h Intfnenza or Pnejmoma are
that often existed between
mous
task of tending the sick
very dei^aj-tatiag la their f rfect- Vt»ur blooii n impctverished,
four
vitahty
dramed
to
Sow
ebb.
your
puvvt-rs
patients' homes and from the
and running a farm short-handmay fasSen on you.
homes of the caregivers. In
ed. One or two family members
To completely regain yoi
i
must
restore
your
blood
to
n<
.
a,
Waupaca, just fifty miles south
might need to cook, clean, and
Gude's Pepto-Mangan is a woatiertuigtfneral tonic and
blood builder- h increases the number ojf the red blood
and east of Wausau, fully onecare
for a large family while also
oells And their capacky to carry oxygen to evcrv ceil and
tissue, charging your system with new strengtfs, erers^v
quarter of the city's 2,789 resiwatching over the family's livea«d resistence to di»ea^. It increases the appetitt. ts
promptly assi milled, and exceedingly pleasant tt» t^stedents came down with the flu,
stock, a job that might entail
Kndorsed and prescribed by the medical prtjfession for
over 25 years.
and though the city's doctors
feeding, milking, and delivering
Gude's Pepto-Maisgaa ako is of greji,t vaJue in the
pre%-ention of Bpiuish Influenza or Pneamoiiia. Itm^&es
and nurses worked almost nonto market the milk of twenty or
s K h, red, pure blood—your best fortification a^aimt the
inroads of sickness.
stop, they still could not visit all
thirty cows.^^ In some areas
the sick people. As one reporter
where the flu had incapacitated
commented following three
entire households, a few farmers
months of intense work battling
cared for as many as a dozen
influenza, the city's "doctors
families and their livestock until
and nurses have been driven to
the flu passed.'' Wisconsin's
" Tht, Rttd Blood Builder"
their fimit."'' And as busy as the
rural communities depended on
SHSW
Library
P70-1543
doctors were, the undertaker
the strength and compassion of
was even busier. He found him- Patent medicine companies took advantage cjf the public's fear individuals voluntarily assisting
and quickly revised their ads. The M. f. Breitenbach Co. of New
self conducting funerals almost
their needy neighbors.
York promised its product would revitalize flu sufferers.
Milwaukee Journal, November 4, 1918.
every day—sometimes several a
Although the efforts of the
day—leading the Waupaca County Post to note "the strain on
state's large and small communities refieved enormous athe undertaker has been enormous."*** In some communities, mounts of human misery, they could not stop the spread of the
of course, the undertaker himself fell ill or died, creating a disease or reverse its symptoms. As a result, many Wisconnightmarish backlog of postponed funerals and stockpiled
sinites turned to folk cures and patent medicines, hoping to
coffins awaiting burial. A resident of Waupun, on the Fond du
find something to protect them from the flu. A favorite folk
Lac—Dodge County border, long afterward recalled his baby cure involved tying a piece of camphor to a ribbon and wearsister's funeral: "Never within my memory were so many peo- ing it around one's neck, or sewing it inside a shirt so it rested
ple of the town stricken at the same time. . . . So heavy were against the chest.^^ Authorities also recommended a variety of
the fatalities that the sole undertaker in town could no longer simple mouthwashes and gargles composed of various mixcope. . . . Father Paul, our priest, had buckled under the tures of household chemicals, salts, and water. Pharmacists
weight of the flu and thus could not give words of comfort to
and purveyors of patent medicines took advantage of the pubthe survivors. Margaret's tiny coffin—it was no more than a lic's fear to sell a pharmacopoeia of pills, tonics, cough medisimple box—had rested on a little table by a window. Mother, cines, and gargles to hopeful buyers. Drugstores advertised
crying softly, whispered that we should say goodbye to our sis"Influenza Preventative Tablets" and touted atomizers dister. We chorused her name and then my Father, almost casu- pensing phenocammenthol as a "wonderful help to prevent
ally, tucked the coffin under his arm and left the room. That influenza."'''^ Newly created Vicks Vapo-Rub ran quarter-page

after Spanish Influenza
or Pneumonia

B
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bined with a shortage of
medical personnel resulted
in m a n y ill people receiving
inadequate care or remaining ignorant about the proper treatment of the disease.
In rural areas, the dispersed
populations

and

lack

of

resources to m o u n t public
health campaigns also left

Used successfully o v e r Vi c e n t u r y .
Endorsed fay physicians e v e r y w h e r e .

m a n y isolated families with-

»!i|"H0rlick'S The Original

probably managed the epi-

Thus Avoi(Hng Imitations

because they h a d

no

SHSW Library P81-2098

amount of wishful thinking, Even a product as familiar as "the old reliable round package" made by
lotions, potions, or liquor
Racine's Horlick's Malted Milk Company jumped on the influenza
bandwagon. Wausau Record-Herald, November 7, 1918.
could prevent or cure the
Spanish flu.

out assistance. Small cities
demic

most

successfully
smaller

numbers of sick people, less
densely packed populations,
better ratios of medical personnel to patients, and com-

munity infrastructures sufficient to m o u n t volunteer public

The only real cure for the epidemic was time. After the second wave of influenza swept through the state in November

health efforts that could compensate for the shortage of doctors and nurses.

and December, the numbers of influenza and p n e u m o n i a

Everywhere, the flu took a disproportionately high toll on

deaths and illnesses gradually returned to normal. But the epi-

people between the ages of fifteen and forty. For example, sta-

demic had taken a fearsome toll on Wisconsin. T h e larger

tistics for Milwaukee reveal clearly that young people died at

cities suffered the greatest n u m b e r of the deaths, with 41 percent of aU deaths occurring in the state's
nine largest cities (containing just under
one-third

of the

Twenty-three

state's

percent

of

population).
all

deaths

occurred exclusively in the city of Milwaukee. Virtually all the counties with the
highest death totals—Milwaukee, Dane,

H/UeryWDere,

a rate far greater than the traditional victims of influenza, the
r
/^
ineJIU

T
LOOK, a

^'^T youjig and the very old. T h e extraorbinary death rate a m o n g the youngest

reflects the unusual nature
disproportionately high ofandthehealthiest
disease. So long as its victims rested
until
they
thoroughly recovered, death
toll on people between the
rates remained fairly low. However, if
ages of fifteen and forty they returned to normal activity prior to a

Rock, Brown, M a r a t h o n , Kenosha, She-

full recovery, they frequently contracted

boygan, and Racine—had significant urban centers. Cities

p n e u m o n i a and faced a m u c h higher risk of death. Because

with populations under 25,000 (accounting for 22.6 percent of

young, healthy people with strong constitutions often felt well

the population) suffered only 9 percent of the total deaths.

enough to get out of bed before the disease h a d left their sys-

Almost one-half of the deaths (49 percent) occurred in rural

tems, they were more likely to suffer relapses a n d succumb to

towns, villages, and unincorporated areas even though those

pneumonia. T h u s robust health and youthful resilience proved

areas held only 45 percent of the state's population. In some

a handicap rather than a n asset for dealing with the flu."

rural areas—such as the northern rural counties of Ashland,

T h e untimely deaths of almost 8,500 Wisconsinites, m a n y

Forest, Lincoln, Chippewa, and Iron—the death toU ran from

in the prime of their lives, affected families, communities, and

one-and-a-half times to double the state average per capita.^''

the state in a multitude of ways that extended far beyond the

While a number of factors affected the death rate, including

statistical toll. Emotionally, families m o u r n e d the loss of

varying degrees of virulence and a patient's willingness to

beloved children, parents, and relatives. Because the epidem-

remain confined until fully recovered, it seems likely that the

ic took such a heavy toll a m o n g the state's young people, it

distribution reflected the availability of medical care in differ-

stole the untapped potential of prematurely ended lives. T h e

ent communities. In cities, the large n u m b e r of victims com-

loss of breadwinners also brought financial hardship, and even
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Women took over traditional male roles during the epidemic. Here "girl" crew member Edith Courteen of Milwaukee stands
beside a city ambulance along with an unidentified state guardsman, all wearing mandatory gauze masks.
Milwaukee Journat, October 22, 19T8.
if the breadwinner survived, waiting to fully recover from the flu

to a degree seldom known in city life," creating a sense of "forced

could result in two weeks of lost pay—an enormous burden for

retirement into oneself"^'* The restrictions severely curtailed the

working-class families who lived from paycheck to paycheck. As

public portions of the political campaign of 1918, outlawing the

a result, thousands of families were thrown into poverty and

rallies, stump speeches, and parades that characterized elections

forced to seek charity in the wake of the disease. The epidemic

in normal years. Both the Democratic and Republican parties

also cost businesses dearly. Sick workers forced factories and

replaced traditional public campaigning with mail campaigns.

businesses to shorten their hours, curb production, and some-

Newspapers continued publishing and offered one venue for the

times close their doors temporarily. Department stores, saloons,

candidates, but even so, the races remained low-key and offered

poolrooms, dance halls, and movie theaters suffered heavy losses

relatively fittle to the newspapers in way of partisan rhetoric or

after months of missed profits.^^ For churches funded through

discussions of issues. The influenza epidemic, combined with the

weekly collections, the seven-week hiatus surely placed severe

all-consuming interest in the conclusion of the Great War, erod-

strains on their finances. It is impos.sible to calculate how much

ed the democratic process, leading to what one reporter called

agricultural produce spoiled or livestock perished because strick-

"the quietest state campaign that has been waged in Wisconsin in

en farmers could not tend their farms.

years."™

The epidemic also took a severe toll on the civic fife of the

Considering the financial and social costs attached to obeying

state. All the major centers of community interaction—schools,

the influenza restrictions, it is heartening to note that Wiscon-

churches, civic organizations, sports teams, saloons, public meet-

sinites, on the whole, conscientiously complied with them. As the

ings—shut down for the duration. Sporting events, parades, and

epidemic began to subside, the State Board of Health reported a

holiday parties were canceled. Combined with a general curtail-

"remarkable fact worth mentioning and one which is greatly to

ment of friendly visits, this decline in socializing noticeably weak-

the credit of our citizens," namely that "practically everyone

ened the social fabric. For almost three months, isolation rather

compfied with the closing orders to the best of his ability."*'' T h e

than socialization became the norm, leading one newspaper edi-

Milwaukee Health Department had similar plaudits for that city's

tor to note that the epidemic and resulting bans "isolated families

residents, stating that among the factors that helped give Mil-

m
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waukee one of the lowest death
rates of all cities of its size was
"the readiness of the pubfic to
comply with regulatory measures."''^ There can be no doubt
that compliance spelled the difference between life and death
for hundreds, perhaps

thou-

sands, of Wisconsin citizens.
T o attribute such popular
cooperation to the supposedly
law-abiding nature of residents
of the upper Midwest or the simple expression of patriotic duty
during wartime fails to explain
the response sufficiently, particularly when it is contrasted with

• H

That Flu Stuff

If you fiave a tummy-acfie,
It's tlie Ffu!
If you're weary wiien you wake.
It's the Flu!
Is your memory off the track?
Is your fiver out of wiiack?
Arc there pimpies on your back?
It's the Flu!
Are there spots before your eyes?
It's the Fiu!
Are you fatter than some guys?
It's the Ffu!
Do your tectfi hurt wlien you bite?
Do you ever have a fright?
Do you want to sleep at night?
It's the Flu!
Are you thirsty when you eat?
It's the Flu!

that of neighboring lowans who

^

Are you shaky on your feet?
It's tlie Flu!
Ifyou feel a little ill,
Send right off for Dr. Pill,
He will say, despite his skill:
"It's the Flu!"
He won't wait to diagnose,
It's the Flu!
Hasn't time to change his clothes,
It's the Flu!
For two weeks he's had no rest.
Has no time to make a test,
So he'll class you with the rest —
It's the Flu

greater credibility on their antiinffuenza efforts. This was particularly true of the Milwaukee
Health Department, which had
battled disease and unsanitary
conditions successfully and was
widely supported by the business community,

politicians,

and the general public. T o a
greater degree than many other
states, Wisconsin enjoyed the
advantage of a supportive and
knowledgeable populace—particularly in its major city.

From the Cincinnati Enquirer, reprinted
Combined with the advanin Ttie Literary Digest, December 14,
1918. Sung to the tune of "If You're
tages of a strong health network
Happy and You Know It."

and pubfic support were the
additional benefits of wartime

were certainly no less Midwestern or patriotic. Iowa officials

mobilization. T h e war effort certainly drew attention to the cam-

complained bitterly about the lack of cooperation by the public

paign, while defense-related organizations provided a source of

with their influenza campaign and the intensity of pubfic opposi-

volunteers. Likewise, the wartime demand for personal sacrifice

tion. Dr. G. H. Sumner, secretary of Iowa's .state board of health,

and cooperation carried over into compliance with public health

openly lamented the behavior of his fellow lowans, noting, "It is

edicts and aiding the sick. Fighting influenza became as impor-

remarkable how zealous the public will be demanding the most

tant a patriotic duty as cursing the Kaiser.

drastic rules and regulations be enforced in' case of [aj hog

Today, the devastation wrought by the Spanish flu in Wis-

cholera scare, and yet when an epidemic is raging which is jeop-

consin remains shocking, but the passage of time—and the bene-

ardizing the lives of whole communities, many of the same peo-

fit of more than eighty years of scientific and medical

ple will manifest the utmost indifference."*''^

progress—make the conditions of 1918 seem comfortably distant.

Part of the popular support for the campaigns can be attrib-

Even the dire firsthand accounts of a dwindfing number of flu

uted to the existence and nature of Wisconsin's public health

survivors seem to describe a world more alien than familiar—a

infrastructure and its localized public health network. The legis-

world in which viruses were unknown and aspirin was considered

lature's remarkable foresight in mandating local boards of health

quackery. By comparison, the prowess of modern science and

provided the manpower and local leadership that made the

medicine to battle disease certainly seems formidable. Today, the

mobifization such a success. Without the existence of a legion of

electron microscope allows us to view the tiniest virus; chemistry

local health officers, it would have been impossible for the State

has unleashed a powerful battery of drugs and treatments; vac-

Board of Health to have launched a campaign so quickly,

cines have virtually eliminated such past scourges as rubella,

enforced its regulations so widely, or organized such extensive

whooping cough, and polio; and genetic engineering seems

local volunteer efforts. T h e hundreds of locally appointed health

poised to tackle human illness at the level of DNA. Moreover, the

officers were familiar with local leaders and community

enormous persuasive power of modern media—radio, television,

resources, and many had done battle earlier with contagious dis-

film, and the World Wide Web—make the placards and handbills

eases. They were thus able to organize effective community-

that constituted the education campaign of Dr. Cornelius Harp-

based responses at the grassroots level. Whether they merely

er and Dr. George Ruhland seem quaint by comparison.

enforced the closing order or mobilized citizens for volunteer

However, a faith in science and technology to protect us from

action, the health officers made the anti-influenza campaign a

a global pandemic like that of 1918 is sadly misplaced. Despite its

reality statewide.

progress and undoubted power to cure, science remains impotent

Furthermore, the success of state and local health officials in

to stop or eliminate many contagious diseases. Viruses arc living

controUing earlier outbreaks of other deadly diseases had earned

organisms that constantly reproduce and mutate, developing new

these individuals a reputation for effectiveness that conferred

strains and gaining resistance to vaccines or drugs. T h e persist-
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"The Elu Did It,"
a page from the
1920 "Liberty"
Badger yearbook of the
University of Wisconsin.
In hindsight, the
epidemic took on
a darkly humorous cast.
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ence of diseases such as gonorrhea, syphifis, AIDS,
and the Ebola virus; the recent outbreaks of once-

Spanish Influenza
Coming West

vanquished plagues such as tuberculosis; and new
threats such as New York City's recent outbreak of
West Nile encephafitis—all make the continuing
threat much too real. Every time a new virus
emerges, there is the potential that the disease will

The city of Chiqafo is spending thousands of dollars to
prevent the spreading of this
dreaded disease.

overcome the combined defenses of human immunity, public health education, and disease research.
As the Nobel Prize-winning scientist Dr. Joshua
Lederberg has noted, "We live in evolutionary
competition with microbes. There is no guarantee
that we will win."''* The question is not whether we
wiU ever again face a medical crisis like that of 1918,

What Are You Doing?

but how we as a society will respond when it occurs.

An ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure.
Never in the WORLD'S HISTORY has TIME been such a
larg-e asset.

You Simply Can't Afford to be Sick
One of the best known preventative t r e a t m e n t s is
* • spraying- the nose and throat
with phenocammenthol oil
Simple and effective.

It is unlikely in that event that even Wisconsin
would enjoy many of the advantages it had in 1918,
particularly the support of a population mobilized
with a wartime fervor. Nevertheless, it remains a
matter of choice whether we work to maintain a
well-informed public and a grassroots public health
infrastructure capable of meeting such a crisis. It is
weU to remember that in 1918, millions sacrificed
their individual wishes for the general welfare, and
tens of thousands risked infection and possible
death trying to alleviate the suffering of others. It
was just such a popular impulse that helped reduce
the destruction of the epidemic, and which would
be equally important for combating a modern-day
pandemic. In an age of apathy, cynicism, and individualism, it is worth reflecting long and hard that
voluntarism, public cooperation, and an activist
government prevented the worst pubfic health

i t Costs You 35c the Ounce
Phenocammenthol & sprays
for sale at

SHSW Library P70-210

Hocking Brothers Drug Store ran this ad in the Waupaca County Post on
October 10, 1918, to tap into the public's awareness of the westward progress
of the flu.
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calamity in modern Wisconsin history from being
much, much worse.
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For Further Reading
Alfred W. Crosby's^Vmer/ca's Forf>otten Pandemic Ttie fnfl
zii of 1918 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990) offers
best starting point for those wishing to understand the impact of the
disease on the United States. A recent book by New Yoik Times wnter
Gina Bari Kolata, Flu: The Story of ttie Great Influenza Pandemic of
191H and the Search for the Virus that Caused It (New Yorlc: Farrar,
Straus & Giroux, 1999), examines the continued efforts by scientists
to locate and study the 1918 virus. Judith Walzer Leavitt's The Healthiest City: Milwaukee and the Politics of Health Reform (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1996) offers a fine study of the public
health movement in Milwaukee, including its response in 1918. For
interviews with Spanish flu survivors, consider the documentary film
broadcast by PBS as part of its American Experience series entitled
Influenza 1918: The Worst Epidemic in American History and its companion volume of the same name written by Lynette lezzoni (TV
Books, L.L.C., 1999).
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Author's Note: I would like to
thank Michael Stevens and Paul
Hass of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, who recognized
the merit of a study of the flu epidemic in Wisconsin and who
helped shape this article with their
suggestions and support. Kristen
Foster, Reid Paul, David Chang,
Jack Holzhueter, Margaret T.
Dwyer, and my wife. Erica Burg,
also provided useful insights and
assistance. I would also like to
thank my father, Dr. Norman
Burg, and Dr. Clarence Topp, Sr.,
for discussing the medical manifestation of influenza, its symptoms, and treatment.
' Wisconsin State Board of
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rT~i1 his place called Wisconsin has a
distinguished heritage as one of

North America's earliest travel
destinations.
From

its

first

Palco-Indian
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visitors

more

than

12,000

years

ago

French

to

explor-

ers and traders
after

1634,

these and more
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This photo of a Wisconsin cheese maker illustrates the story of Colby cheese and is one of
more than a hundred images that appear in History Just Ahead: A Guide to Wisconsin's
Historical Markers.

recent travelers

Nearly fifty years ago, the society

system continued a tradition established

created a storied history. T o honor the

established its first historical marker,

through the efforts of the State Historical

accomplishments of those travelers and

commemorating the 1871 Peshtigo Fire.

Society and State Archeologist Charles

their kin who remained, in 1951 the

History Just Ahead lists every intervening

E. Brown around the turn of the century.

State Historical Society of Wisconsin

plaque up to marker number 412, which

Brown's efforts to preserve Wisconsin's

established the first of the roadside mark-

celebrates Mabel W a n d a Raimcy, Wis-

Indian eflrgy mounds resulted in a series

ers that make modern-day travel educa-

consin's first African-American woman

of commemorative bronze markers fund-

tional and interesting. For an armchair

attorney. There are several finding aids

ed by historical and preservation soci-

review of those markers or for travelers

to help automotive co-pilots recite the

eties. Soon thereafter, the "Good Roads

that need a passenger-seat

text of the roadside marker while the

Movement" created roadside waysides

intrepid driver navigates

reference.

History Just Ahead fills a vital ser\ace.

Wisconsin's

with descriptive signs that related the his-

main streets and county trunk highways.

torical significance of landscapes and

trated guide to Wisconsin's historic road-

Organized into five regional sections,

geological

side markers, History Just Ahead

offers

each broken down alphabetically by

tourism entrepreneurs posted signs that

present-day travelers substantial suste-

county. History Just Ahead enables trav-

described significant historic locations,

nance for their curiosity. T h e book pro-

elers to select side trips punctuated with

and local historical societies, proud of

vides an illustrated guide to the text of

historic significance.

A m a p for each

local events and people, also sponsored

Wisconsin's 412 roadside markers, using

region identifies the location and number

commemorative plaques that provided

photographs and images from the State

of each historical marker.

travelers with historical information.

Historical Society's Visual Materials Col-

index also helps direct curious readers.

As an update of a previously unillus-

lection.
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to

he was thus critic-proof, the writer pre-

Betsy Hasbrouck, who h a d been born in

develop a system of marking historical

dicted that in the year 2001 Americans

the last year of the eighteenth century

sites and events.

T h e 1948 Wisconsin

would be taller by one to two inches, live

and declared the secret to her longevity

Centennial produced an explosion of

to the ripe age of fifty in a world free of

was that "she does not fret or worry

these historic markers, but they lacked

mosquitoes, and dine on strawberries as

about the concerns of life the way some

uniformity. In 1950, the Wisconsin His-

big as apples, thanks to advances in agri-

women do."

torical Site and Markers

culture.

m e n c o m m e n t i n g on their

Committee

Other writers, often wogender's

adopted a standardized design, echoed

Further, he wrote, "Wireless tele-

in the contemporary versions of official

phone and telegraph circuits will span

historical markers.

the world. A husband in the middle of

But looking forward is a high-wire act

T h e State Historical Society does not

the Atlantic will be able to converse with

next to reflecting on the past, and Wis-

mandate the content of historical mark-

his wife sitting

consin newspapers were eager to take

ers. Rather, ideas for markers percolate

in her boudoir

the dare, which gives the reader the deli-

up from the general public and local his-

in Chicago."

cious fun of second-guessing. Most writ-

torical societies.

These groups choose

T o o bad for

subjects for local markers a n d raise

modern

funds to place them. T h e only criteria

pers

beyond the general shape and marker

missed on mos-

cam-

that

he

design is that each marker address a

quitoes.

topic of Wisconsin history significant to

the cell phone?

local, state, or national events.

But

H o w could he
know?

Sarah McBridc's new book contains
m o r e t h a n one h u n d r e d images,

a

notable improvement over previous editions. Adding History Just Ahead

ongoing struggle for equality, did not so
easily brush aside such concerns.

ers befieved it would be a century of
great advances in science, medicine, a n d
technology

the

pace of technological change in the

would

"out-Verne
Post put it.

"Shall a 'trip to the moon' forever be
impossible?" the paper wondered.
Others
Dodgeville

Given

that

Verne," as the Waupaca

were

less fanciful.

Chronicle's

The

view of air travel

involved transcontinental

fliers

from

which passengers would drop by para-

to the

Internet age, predicting the shape of the

chute into the city of their choice. T h e

glovebox of your car or truck will pro-

world in 2100 would be a fool's exercise.

Oshkosh

vide information on hundreds of histori-

But a century ago, writers and editors

events would later prove, missed badly

cal events, making the book a perfect

across Wisconsin gamely speculated on

in foreseeing a world in which disputes

companion to Wisconsin's scenic land-

the future, often with remarkable pre-

would be settled by international com-

scape.

science but sometimes—as with apple-

missions rather than an appeal to arms.

sized strawberries—equal folly. Such hits

M y favorite prediction,

as sad

however,

and misses make for amusing, engaging,

came not from a wise old seer but from

Wisconsin Public Television

a n d occasionally sobering reading in

fourteen-year-old Arthur Palm of Mil-

Yesterday's

waukee, who wrote in his school news-

(State Historical

Society of

trations, bibliography,

Illus-

paper that even T h o m a s Edison would
be jealous of the inventions in the year

items presented by Stevens and his assis-

2001, a time of high-rise buildings and

tants, Steven B. Burg, David A. C h a n g ,

high-speed travel.

and Reid A. Paul, were backward-look-

But at a price: "In the year 2 0 0 1 , " he

ing, reflecting on a century in which the

wrote, "the locomotives will travel about
300 miles in an hour, but I think it is not

state, the horseless carriage had served

necessary because, before you know it,

n J a n u a r y 1, 1901, an essay in

notice on O l d Dobbin, electricity h a d

you will be killed by a locomotive."

the

brought light to dark corners, and the

$12.95,

ISBN

hundred

territory of Wisconsin h a d become a

0-87020-313-4,

index.

the fifth volume in

Some of the nearly one

Wisconsin,

Wl, 1999. Pp. x, 167.

Future,

the Voices of the Wisconsin Past series.

E d i t e d b y M i c h a e l E. Stevens.

O

Northwestern,

TR.A.CY W I L L

Yesterday's Future: The
Twentieth Century Begins.

Madison,

Daily

paperback.)

German-language

Mil-

the

DENNIS M C C A N N

bravely imagined a future that neither its

world. In the opening week of the twen-

Shorewood, Wisconsin

readers nor the essay's author would live

tieth century, the Oshkosh Daily

to see. Perhaps secure in knowing that

western

gjj^

waukee

Herold

and

Scebote

telephone h a d b e g u n to shrink

North-

featured the musings of Mrs.
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Frank Lloyd Wright's Monona
Terrace: The Enduring Power
of a Civic Vision.

show that the present structure does
merit inclusion in the Wrightian canon.
For this reviewer, the clinching fact is
that P u t t n a m seems to have adhered as
closely as possible to Wright's

By David V. Mollenhoff

(1959) iteration. It is true, as Wisconsin

and Mary J a n e Hamilton.
(University of Wisconsin Press,
Wl, 1999. Pp. via, 323.

T

$55.00,

architectural

Madison,

critic

Judy

Clowes

remarked, that the interior has been

Illustrations,

maps, notes, bibliography, index.
0-299-15500-5,

final

chopped up into rectangular meeting

ISBN

rooms.

hardcover.)

If this had not been done, the

his large and handsomely illus-

building would not have been built—

trated book must be unique in

a n d the evidence points to the fact that

the enormous literature devot-

Wright desperately wanted to see it

ed to Frank Lloyd Wright. T o students

built. As it is, Puttnam managed to pre-

of Wright, the broad outfines of the proj-

serve the sweeping curves of the major

ect have long been famifiar. It has gen-

spaces. Wright would have been happy

erally been known that the architect first

with those portions of the building overlooking Lake M o n o n a a n d with its

offered a civic center to Madison in

Taliesen Architects © Hedrich Blessing

strong resemblance to his 1959 render-

1938, that it went through m a n y revisions, became embroiled in political
controversy, was not built during his

The newly built Monona Terrace enhances
Madison's night sky.

ing.
It remains to be noted that the book

lifetime, a n d that a version of the

the movement for a civic auditorium

is copiously footnoted, well indexed, and

scheme was constructed in 1995. W h a t

and a city county building. T h e authors

has an excellent bibliographical essay.

Mollenhoff" and Hamilton have done is

provide a fascinating account of the

O n e can hardly imagine a better treat-

to flesh out this story in astonishing

activities

ment of an important, if problematic,

detail and dramatize it with full charac-

architects, bureaucrats, and various oth-

terizations of the dramatis personae.

ers who enter into the story. W h e r e pos-

Even more difficult than this complex

sible, they have interviewed

actual

LEONARD K . EATON

task was an assessment of the completed

participants, and they give us a good

Otter Koch, Oregon

building

feeling for the actors' personalities.

as

a Wrightian

structure.

of housewives,

politicians,

building.

In

The Atlas of Ethnic Diversity
in Wisconsin.

Whether or not the building we see is

one sense, this book is local history—but

true to the original version is a difficult

it is locaf history raised to an exception-

question that quickly becomes another:

al level.

true to which version?

Wright himself

design by America's greatest architect,

By K a z i m i e r z J . Z a n i e w s k i

did no less than eight iterations of the

and the curious vicissitudes that ensued

and Carol J. Rosen.

project, and his associate William Wes-

in building a version of it.

It deals with an important

(The

University

of Wisconsin

ley Peters prepared working drawings

T h e last two chapters are the most

for yet another. T h e final building was

important for architectural historians.

Illustrations,

entrusted to T o n y Puttnam, a longtime

H e r e Mollenhoff and Hamilton tackle

index. ISBN 0-299-16070-X,

TaHesin associate who h a d worked on a

the enormously diflTicult j o b of evaluat-

hardcover.)

M o n o n a Terrace model in 1957.

ing the Wrightian quality of the actual

f

T h e first five chapters of the book do

building, which was transmogrified over

I
I

Wl, 1998. Pp. vii,
maps,

Press,
235.

bibliography,
$65.00,

1 he question that asks a person's
"ancestry or ethnic origin" is a

an excellent j o b of covering the early

the years from a multi-purpose

history of Madison with particular refer-

race" (which included a railroad station)

U . S . Census.

ence to the development of the state

to the present convention center.

Not-

inquiry relating to citizenship, place of

capitol, J o h n Nolen's important plan for

ing the objections of Wright scholars

birth, or year of entry into the U. S. has

urban growth, Wright's career to 1938,

such as Narciso Menocal, they marshal

been included as part of the decennial

the initial dream of a civic center, and

an impressive series of arguments to

enumeration since 1820, the
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ancestry question dates only from the

graphic, social, and economic charac-

1980 census. Federal agencies make use

teristics of the group.

of the information derived from this

appendices

question under various statutory compli-

graphs, and tables that present useful

ance requirements, and policy analysts

summaries.

in the nation's large cities also rely on

ple, a bar graph that clearly lays out the

such information

contrasting levels of poverty for each of

for

neighborhood

planning, media delivery, and language
assistance

programs.

contain

Finally,

a set of

the

maps,

Here one finds, for exam-

sixty-two ethnic groups.

Nevertheless,

A disappointment was to find

no

heightened concerns in the 1990s over

mention of the earlier work (based on

the projected cost of the 2000 census

the 1940 census and a special census

and

worries

about

the

so-called

from 1905) exploring ethnic diversity in

"respondent b u r d e n " led voices in Con-

Wisconsin by rural sociologist George

gress to d e m a n d fewer questions.

In

Hill. This notwithstanding, the atlas is

1997, as decisions regarding the 2000

well researched and beautifully execut-

census were being finalized, the ancestry

ed. It presents just enough information

question was in

to be comprehensive without confusion

jeopardy.
the

In

end,

question

was

spared the axe.
Had

Zaniews-

ki's and Rosen's
beautiful

book

appeared

even

a year earlier, it
might

have

speeded,

and

certainly

would have reinforced, this decision.
Based mostly on Wisconsin

or clutter. T h e result is a visually attrac-

the

VMA, CF 329152

Among the many ethnic traditions that
immigrated to Wisconsin are music and
craftsmanship.

documenting the rich ethnic mosaic of
Wisconsin.
PAUL R . V O S S

a m o u n t of care went into the planning

University of Wisconsin-Madison

and preparation of this work. T h e book
begins with a brief introductory essay
changing composition of migrations to

The History of Wisconsin.
Volume IV: The Progressive

Wisconsin since 1850.

Era, 1 8 9 3 - 1 9 1 4 .

regarding the history, causation, and
The

authors

include a careful accounting of the

data

sources of their data, how and why cer-

from the 1990 census for counties, cities,

By John D. Buenker.

tain decisions regarding these data were

(State Historical

Ethnic

made, and how they approached vari-

Madison,

maps the spatial

and census tracts, The Atlas of
Diversity in Wisconsin

tive and substantively informative book

Society of

Wl, 1998. Pp. v,

ous m a p a n d graphic design issues.

Illustrations,

distribution of the sixty-two largest "eth-

T h e n , in chapter after chapter, a stan-

ISBN 0-87020-303-7,

nic groups" in the state, and graphs

dardized format is used to present the

hardcover.)

important

main work of the book.

characteristics

of

these

Each major

groups. T h e quotation marks in the pre-

ethnic group is given an introduction

vious sentence merely draw attention to

that details where they are found in the

the blurring of concepts in the atlas

state and the history of their journeys to

T

Wisconsin,
734.

notes, bibliography,

index.

$40.00,

he publication of this volume
marks the completion of the
society's comprehensive

six-

volume History of Wisconsin series.

regarding formal Census Bureau defini-

Wisconsin. A map—with inset windows

J o h n D. Buenkcr's masterful study of the

tions of race, ethnicity, and ancestry.

as necessary—reveals the spatial distri-

state's history in the pivotal Progressive

This is not a criticism—strict adherence

bution of each ethnic group.

Era is a m o n g the strongest entries in this

to census language is hardly required for

Numbers

and percentage figures are given for a

distinguished series.

a book whose simple purpose is to pro-

few principal concentrations, and grad-

ance, students of Wisconsin history have

vide readers with an overview of the spa-

uated circles a n d well-chosen

color

gained a valuable resource for analysis

tial distribution

choropleths (diagrammatic representa-

of the state during what was arguably its

and

socioeconomic

standing of the state's ethnic groups.

With its appear-

tions of statistical data) bring the maps

most politically creative and dynamic

T h e execution of purpose in the atlas

to life. O n the adjacent page, six stan-

period of growth.

is a superb achievement. An enormous

dardized color graphs depict d e m o -

^

Remarkably well-balanced, this work
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contains thorough analysis of Wisconsin's economic, social, a n d

political

development in an important age of
transition.

Starting with an exhaustive

treatment of an expanding economy,
Buenker sets the stage for the d r a m a of a
rapidly maturing and increasingly diversified industrial system. While agriculture receives its due, it is the story of
Wisconsin's

transformation

into

an

industrial powerhouse that captures the
reader's attention.
Even more suggestive, however, is the
book's textured discussion of

urbaniza-

tion, modernization, and rapid social
change.

Buenker is at his best when

describing city life, machine politics, ethWHi(X3) 21155

nicity, class tensions, and the escalation of
rpup

the "crisis men-

HISTORY OF
WISCONSIN

'^^"y °f '^'
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which propelled
Wisconsinites
toward
and
reform
dawn

social
political
at
of

the
the

Progressive Era.
A case in point
is his informed account of Wisconsin's
ethnocultural diversity, including the
era's simmering ethnic tensions. Buenker
confronts directly the reality of nativeborn cultural chauvinism and the clash of

In downtown Milwaukee, c. 1910, a friendly cop negotiates trolley and foot traffic.
inclusive union movement prospered as
the economy industrialized.

Eventually,

analysis of "the most Progressive state"
makes it clear that the accompHshments

an unusual partnership between the Fed-

of Progressive Republican

erated Trades Council and Milwaukee

Francis McGovern, most notably in the

socialists produced a significant advance

brilliantly productive legislative session of

for quasi-industrial unionism and a polit-

1911, are at least as important as those of

ically

conscious

Buenker's

account

labor
of

movement.
this

workers'

alliance and the "Wisconsin Plan" for
labor

unity in Milwaukee

lays

Governor

the elder La Follette in any explanation
of the institution-building that made Wisconsin the "laboratory of democracy."

the

This measured treatment of Progres-

groundwork for a welcome acknowledge-

sive reform is enhanced by a lucid discus-

ment of the Socialist Party's contribution

sion of the well-known "Wisconsin Idea"

to the progressive reforms

typically

that reveals Buenker's impressive com-

attributed to the La Follette organiza-

m a n d of the literature of Progressive

tion.

thought and political reform.

Indeed,

Progressivism, of course, must be the

this study is marked by not only encyclo-

pressures for legislative remedies to the

centerpiece of any analysis of Wisconsin's

pedic coverage of Wisconsin in transi-

problems threatening social comity.

poUtical history in the years before World

tion, but also by the author's

War

cultures it revealed, including nativist

deep

significantly

knowledge of the relevant primary and

included a wide variety of programs,

advanced scholarly debate over the ori-

secondary sources. Readers will be well

social experiments, and organizational

gins and development of the state's signa-

served by this admirable examination of

initiatives designed to hasten the process

ture contribution to twentieth-century

a bellwether state in the midst of mod-

of Americanization.

governmental practice.

The

response

to ethnic

diversity

I.

Buenker

has

Although the

ernization. The Progressive Era is essen-

mandatory recitation of complex politi-

tial reading for every serious student of

movernent intent on incorporating the

cal maneuvers, shifting alliances, and

Wisconsin studies and the history of Pro-

new arrivals into the social fabric of

partisan backbiting occasionally becomes

gressivism.

urban, industrial Wisconsin. While Wis-

tedious, the author broadens our under-

JAMES J. LORENCE

consin unions initially served the interests

standing of the forces and interests that

University of Wiscon.sin- Marathon County

of the labor aristocracy, an increasingly

led to the Progressive achievement.

Not the least of

these influences was a growing labor
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Contact Points: A m e r i c a n
Frontiers from t h e Moha^vk
Valley t o t h e Mississippi,
1750-1830.
E d i t e d b y A n d r e w R. L. C a y t o n
and FredrikaJ. Teute.
(The

University

of North

Press, Chapel Hill,
Illustrations,
index.

ISBN

Carolina

1998. Pp. v, 391.

maps, notes,

bibliography,

0-8078-4734-8,

$18.95,

paperbound.)
f

I

1 his collection of essays amply

T

demonstrates that some of the
liveliest

and most

innovative

scholarship is taking place on the cis-Mississippi frontiers. Gone is Frederick Jackson Turner's model of a singular defining
frontier experience, along with his ethnocentrism and the lumbering inevitability of
Anglo settlement.

VMA, (X3) 51776

Fort Howard, Green Bay, in 1842, from an early French history of Wisconsin.

Rather, the essays in

Contact Points reveal the multiplicity of

Probably

no

that late-eighteenth-century Euroamerican

frontier experiences for natives, Creoles,

work has been

immigrants to the Ohio Valley used to sort

and

more influential

out

newcomers

(African

as well as

Euroamerican), a multiplicity

derived

from the contingent nature of frontiers
themselves.

One quickly learns while

their

differences—differences

of

than White's The

appearance, language and idiom, culinary

Middle

habits, rank, and region.

Ground,

which makes a

Some of the most exciting essays in

reading this collection that the particular

persuasive

case

Contact Points more directly challenge or

historical circumstances of encounters

for a diplomatic

revise White's paradigm of a fluid "middle

between natives and Euro or African-

and

cultural

ground" between natives and Europeans.

American colonials shaped different possi-

"middle ground"

James H. Merrelfs essay, subritlcd "Unset-

bilities in frontier Pennsylvania and New

between Algon-

tling the Early American Frontier," details

York, the southeastern low countries, and

quian peoples and European

the trans-Appalachian and Great Lakes

powers.

frontiers. More than simply a series of dif-

Points further complicate the picture of

colonial

Many of the essays in Contact

the social chaos that characterized the
late-eighteenth-century

Pennsylvania

Indian town of Shamokin, a crossing place

ferent snapshots, however, the essays in

the various "colonizers" and "colonized."

full of strangers of all nationalities, ethnic-

Contact Points refine or revise previous

William B. Hart, for instance, demon-

ities, and tribal groups. Despite this pell-

frontier historiography and particularly

strates the fluidity of identity and the lack

mell mixing of culturally diverse peoples,

Richard White's formative history, The

of predetermined racial categories among

Merrell

Middle

Ground: Indians,

Republics
1650^181.5

Empires,

in the Great Lakes

maintains,

Shamokin

still

and

the mixed African and Indian inhabitants

remained a place not of "many shades of

Region,

of the late-eighteenth-century New York

gray" but ultimately divided along lines of

(\99\).

frontier. Claudio Saunt suggests that gen-

black and white, native and European.

Editors Andrew R. L. Cayton and

der conflicts divided Creek men and

Neither Moravian missionaries nor local

FredrikaJ. Teute rightly point out in their

women in the Deep South once active par-

native peoples could transcend their beliefs

introduction that the articles in Contact

ticipation in the international fur trade

that irreconcilable

Points have benefited enormously from

upset older distributions of power. As for

divided them. Where Merrell perceives a

the innovative methods and theory of

the colonizers, Elizabeth Perkins carefully

priori racial bias as the stumbling block to

recent Indian and western historiography.

reveals the "Distinctions and Partitions"

forging a middle ground in Shamokin,

^

(racial)

differences
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Gregory Evans Dowd argues for cultural
irreconcilability in frontier South Carolina.
According to Dowd, "[a]s Cherokecs and

I

n the last twenty years, the possibili-

funds urban infrastructure and renewal

ties of local government have moved

projects. The worst mayors, like Chica-

to the center of the national political

go's William Thompson or New York's

Britons came better to understand one

debate.

Politicians, policy analysts, and

James Walker, have no vision for the cities

another's sense of the relationship, they

average citizens hailed the virtues of

they govern and plunder their city coffers

concluded that they could not work togeth-

"local control" as the tonic to the ineffi-

for personal gain.

er.

They could establish no middle

ciencies and excesses of the federal gov-

that good local leadership manages the

ground, no area in which misunderstand-

ernment. But what qualifies as good local

basic business of providing government

ings led to agreement."

government?

services to citizens without corruption and

The question of

HoUi's book suggests

how Indian and European peoples could

Melvin HoUi's informative and enter-

in tandem with other levels of govern-

so misunderstand each other is taken up by

taining book provides an answer to that

ment, leaving larger debates over the role

Jane T. Merritt in a wonderfully instruc-

question.

of local governments to others.

tive essay on the mutual search for a com-

political scientists, and journalists, HoUi

mon language among Euroamerieans and

has compiled a list of the best and worst

strengthen his own arguments.

native peoples on the mid-to-late-eigh-

mayors in American history. The accom-

HoUi chose to provide all of the book's

teenth-century

Pennsylvania

After polling 160 historians,

HoUi misses several opportunities to
Since

frontier.

plishments and legacies of the ten best arc

analysis, the poll respondents are silent; it

Merritt shows how the shared metaphori-

treated with smart, compact biographies.

would have been interesting to hear more

cal language used in formal talks and

The book concludes with two comple-

about why the respondents voted as they

treaty negotiations masked deep differ-

mentary chapters, one on the broader

did. The ten worst mayors are examined

ences in meaning that led eventually to the

implications of the poll for the study of

only briefly, missing an opportunity to

demise of any possible common ground.

leadership and one on the opportunities—

cull important lessons about urban gover-

or lack t h e r e o f ^ o r mayors seeking higher

nance from those who failed at it. In the

office.

chapter on leadership theory, HoUi is too

The examples in this review testify to
the richness of stories and the rigorous
analysis contained in Contact Points. It is

So what makes a good mayor? Given

interested in jargon-laden social science

without a doubt one of the best collections

the winners, from New York's Fiorello La

debates for a book that is otherwise writ-

to date on the history of early American

Guardia at number one to Chicago's

ten for a lay audience.

frontiers and Indian-white relations.

Richard J . Daley at number six, and

B E T H E L SALER

Haverford College

The American Mayon
The Best & Worst Big-City Leaders.
By Melvin G. HoUi.
(Pennsylvania State University Press,
University Park, PA, 1999. Pp. viii,
210. Illustrations, notes, index. ISBN
0-271-01877-1, $18.95, paperbound.)
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including three Milwaukee
Daniel H o a n

mayors—

(number eight),

Henry

Most of the book's flaws, however, can
be attributed to the noble cause of writing
a brief, accessible study for engaged citi-

Maier (number fourteen) and Frank Zei-

zens interested in improving future local

dlcr (number twenty-one)—the answer is

governments by understanding the suc-

that a good mayor is progressive or liber-

cesses of the past.

al. He (there arc no women on the best

ALEXANDER SHASHKO

mayors list) is from the East or Midwest.

The University of Michigan

He expands social service programs,
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A Letter to Our Readers

I

N 1917, when the superintendent of the State Historical
Society of Wisconsin introduced the very first issue of this
magazine, he proceeded somewhat diffidently, as if
uncertain his words would please. "It is believed," wrote Milo
Quaifc, "that the publication of a quarterly magazine, devoted to the historical interests of the state, will afford a better
avenue of communication with the Society's members and the
general public than has been possessed before. Without sacrificing in any way the scholarly ideals of the Society, it is hoped
to make the magazine as interesting as may be to the ordinary
reader. As our immediate constituency we have in mind the
seven hundred members of the
Society, whose tastes and interests, we have faith to believe,
are shared by thousands of
other citizens of Wisconsin."
Quaife need not have worried. For eighty-four years, the
Wisconsin Magazine of History
has been a mainstay of the
Society's programs and a principal benefit of membership.
With each passing decade,
"current events"—Prohibition,
the Great Depression, the Ku
Klux Klan, two World Wars,
McCarthyism, atomic energy,
>^Btti^S-.
the Cold War and so on—gradually were transformed into
suitable topics for historical research and analysis. During that
same span of years, the Society's membership grew from seven
hundred to more than seven thousand, and the Alagazine of
History evolved under a succession of editors as varied in outlook and temperament as the manuscripts they nurtured and
saw into print. Whatever their individual quirks, the editors
tended to assume a broadly cathofic attitude toward history,
working with a wide variety of contributors, both academic
and non-, and inviting submissions on topics that sometimes
lay well outside the purview of a journal of state history.
The result has been a continuously expanding, readily
accessible body of historical information about Wisconsin; a
proving-ground for original research and a testing-ground for
fresh ideas; an outlet for the works of scholars, researchers, and
writers of every stripe; and occasionally even a place for some
fun. As Merle Curti observed on the occasion of the fiftieth
anniversary of the Wisconsin Magazine of History, "I have

been struck by the maintenance of something of a balance
between the conception of truly important and scholarly contributions on the one hand and, on the other, of those of a
more obviously popular character. . .. While the Magazine has
properly concentrated on Wisconsin history, it has never been
merely parochial or even regional."
Balance, seriousness of purpose, openness, and a view of
history as something to be shared by all: these are worthy principles, and they have long served the editors and readers of this
magazine well. We see no reason to change them.
On the other hand, we have been wearing the same outfit
since 1973, and it's high time we
had a makeover. Hence this
remodeling. Our aim was to
make the Wisconsin Magazine
of History more attractive, more
varied, and more appealing to a
wider audience without "dumbing it down." The task proved
both exhausting and exhilarating, not to mention a bit scary.
Naturally we hope you will
think we succeeded. We invite
^ • j - ^ ^ ^ ^ J your reactions and comments,
-*9
, pro or con, on our new look—
\
• and on any other topic. Beginning with the Winter issue, this
page will be devoted to Letters from Our Readers.
Remaking the Wisconsin Magazine of History entailed the
work of many people—more, in fact, than any of us ever envisioned at the outset! For their frankness and their excellent
ideas, we thank the Board of Curators, our staff colleagues,
and those 1,500 members of the Society who responded to our
survey questionnaire. For their role in addressing innumerable
issues and problems, both technical and philosophical, we are
grateful to Patricia A. Boge, Gregory M. Britton, Lynne Eich,
Mark L. Gajewski, Genevieve G. McBride, Susan McLeod,
Howard W. Mead, John D. Singer, Michael E. Stevens, and
Robert T. Teske. For providing strategic impetus to the undertaking, we are indebted to the Society's director, George L.
Vogt. For his generosity in making it all possible—but equally
importantly, for his lifelong dedication to the history of the
people of Wisconsin—we are profoundly grateful to George H.
Miller of Ripon.
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Members:
The Foundation
of the

State
Historical
Society

J.M. Schmiedeke

At left: Workmen posed
on the iron framework
and scaffolding during
construction of the Society's
headquarters, c. 1 8 9 9 .
Above: Work in progress on
the second and final addition
to the building, c. 1966.
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pencer Tracy, one of the biggest screen actors of
all time, was a Milwaukee boy who truly made it
big in Hollywood. He is depicted here with Hedy
Lamarr in a "lobby card" advertisement from
the Wisconsin Center for Film and Theater Research,
which is housed in the Society's headquarters building in
Madison. Tracy and Katharine Hepburn made ten films
together, but in his long career he also played opposite
most of the leading actresses of his day, including Joan
Bennett, Glaudette Colbert, Irene Dunne, Deborah Kerr,
Jean Peters, Gene Tierney, and Lana Turner.
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